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Preface

Figuring out what you want to do when you grow up is seldom easy. It was

during my M.Sc. thesis project at University of Helsinki that something

“clicked”, and I became somewhat aware of what it is I want to do after

graduation. While at this point I had no ambitions to pursue a doctorate,

I did realize that my primary interests are in the design and implementa-

tion of network protocols and architectures.

After a successful project that resulted in a functional implementation of

the protocol my masters thesis was about, Prof. Jukka Manner hired me

to look into “next-generation Ethernet”. Initially, this work was to design

and implement a fledgeling proposal to do Ethernet frame forwarding in

a new way. As work progressed, it then gradually transformed into a

solid research problem: How to improve the scalability characteristics of

existing Ethernet networks?

The end result of that journey is this dissertation and the system de-

sign, implementation and evaluation it offers. While the end result is

often the primary goal, I personally consider the learning process the real

achievement of this work. The insights into network system design, test

planning, evaluation and analysis, and the overall research (e.g., reading)

and writing are the key takeaways when going into the future.

First, I want to thank prof. Jukka Manner first and foremost for offer-

ing me the opportunity to do this work. His practical approach to issues

and discussions into the scope and details of this work were instrumental

in getting published, and solving some of the corner cases that appeared

during the system design. While this has been a relatively lone journey

as a whole, I would like to thank a number of people that have helped

the research and publishing to move along. My co-authors, Mikko Särelä,

Timo Kiravuo, and Johanna Heinonen have all contributed to the quality

of published papers and influenced the system design. Mikko Särelä es-
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pecially deserves praise for helping me get out of some bad writing and

structural habits.

I’d also like to thank the Department of Communications and Network-

ing (ComNet) for providing me with a suitable working place, a nice envi-

ronment to work in, and the hardware, software and personel support to

be able to finish this work. This work has also been funded by a number

of different research projects. I want to thank the funding, contacts and

discussions provided by the people I worked with on the 100GET (100

Gigabit Ethernet), MEVICO (Mobile Networks Evolution for Individual

Communications Experience), and SIGMONA (SDN Concept in General-

ized Mobile Network Architectures) Celtic projects over the years.

Finally, I could not have done this without the support of the family

and friends. In addition, if it was not for the semi-irregular discussions

about related (and non-related) topics with collagues Sebastian Sonntag,

Lennart Schulte, Gautam Moktan, Le Wang, Antti Mäkelä, and the rest

of Jukka’s research team and the people “behind the closed doors”, this

work probably would have never finished.

Espoo, February 1, 2016,

Nuutti Varis
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1. Introduction

Ethernet has become the de-facto link-layer technology in a wide vari-

ety of environments in the last few decades. It is used at home, both in

wired and wireless domains to connect all household computers, tablets

and phones to the Internet, in data center networks to provide high-speed

interconnects between servers located in racks, and in telecommunication

access, aggregation and core networks to provide Internet connectivity to

mobile devices and to carry various types of signaling traffic. Ethernet

is also slated to expand to new application domains, as the automotive

industry is actively adopting Ethernet as the next-generation link-layer

technology for the in-vehicle data communications architecture.

The growth of Ethernet (on the link-layer) can be largely attributed to

four features: (1) Ethernet communication model is simple; each node has

a unique, usually contextless label that can be used to reach it, (2) Ether-

net is “plug-and-play”, allowing devices to attach to the network and be-

gin communication without explicit configuration, (3) Ethernet network

devices (i.e., repeaters and bridges) themselves require no configuration

to provide basic transport service for frames, and (4) due to the simplicity

of the protocol, Ethernet network devices are considered cheap and cost

efficient.

Over the years, Ethernet link-layer has evolved to meet the require-

ments of the growing data communications industry. At the same time,

the Ethernet link-layer has some well-known issues that limit its scal-

ability in terms of the network segment size and the overall forwarding

throughput and safety. Consequently, it has also gained a significant num-

ber of solutions that have transformed the premise of a zero-configuration,

plug-and-play Ethernet. Modern Ethernet networks use a plethora of dif-

ferent protocols directly on the link-layer to guarantee the safety, perfor-

mance, resiliency, and efficiency requirements imposed by modern data
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communication networks.

1.1 Motivation

The evolution, rapid growth, and requirements for increased elasticity

of data center networking has challenged the canonical data center net-

work architecture, built from small link-layer segments and intercon-

nected through a number of network-layer devices. At the same time, Eth-

ernet devices are generally accepted [40, 43, 44, 45, 85, 101, 102, 104, 134]

to be more cost-effective (i.e., lower Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) and Op-

erational Expenditure (OPEX) costs over the lifetime of the device) than

network-layer devices. These factors have renewed interest for new Eth-

ernet forwarding protocols that allow larger Ethernet segment sizes, for-

warding efficiency, and improved network safety. The “next-generation”

of Ethernet forwarding protocols enable data center operators to improve

the elasticity of the network, primarily driven by host or service virtual-

ization.

The work presented in this thesis is motivated by the need to design a

system that solves the well-known issues in Ethernet networks, while still

providing the basic Ethernet plug-and-play and zero configuration link-

layer. Paradoxically, the beneficial features described herein can also be

identified as at least partially responsible for creating some of the issues

affecting large Ethernet networks today.

First, the contextless Ethernet address model that can arguably be seen

as the basis for many of the beneficial features of the protocol is still an

issue in very large Ethernet deployments. Today, the problem is also fur-

ther exasperated by the proliferation of virtualization, where each phys-

ical device (i.e., a server) can host several dozen virtual machines, each

containing a virtual Ethernet address. Contextless addresses (i.e., labels)

simplify the communication model and reduce the configuration complex-

ity of the network, but they also require that the forwarding devices per-

form decisions based on the full label. In the case of Ethernet, this leads

to large forwarding tables in devices to keep track of where the owner of

the label is located in the network.

Second, Ethernet communication model is “plug-and-play”. This has

implications on the devices that transport the frames of attached devices

throughout the network. As the attachment process requires no explicit

signaling on the link-layer, it also means that the attached device does not
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need to indicate its presence in the network. In the original design, this

meant that all frames from attached devices were transported to all other

devices (i.e., broadcasted) in the network to guarantee communication ser-

vice. In modern Ethernet deployments, the situation is largely mitigated

by forwarding tables in switches that learn the location of attached de-

vices. However, if an entry is missing in the forwarding table, the frames

must be delivered to all attached devices in the network to guarantee

end-host service. In addition, several higher layer protocols that have

their own addressing information use broadcast delivery as the primary

method to map the higher layer addresses to link-layer addresses.

Third, the Ethernet frame forwarding devices typically offer a default

configuration (i.e., a zero-configuration mode), where the device itself can

simply be attached to the network and it will automatically configure and

join the transport service. In simple Ethernet deployments, this meant

that the new device was physically attached to the network in a way to

prevent forwarding loops; in modern Ethernet networks an additional

loop-prevention protocol is responsible for computing a tree out of the

network graph. While zero-configuration as a feature is convenient for

network operators, it does limit the feature set of the link-layer protocols

designed to operate on the devices. Modern Ethernet networks often use

extensive manual configuration to achieve the performance and security

features required by the customer use cases.

Fourth, the Ethernet link-layer communication protocol is simple, only

adding a fixed-size header and footer to the user payload that remains

unchanged during frame traversal. This simplifies the processing for

the forwarding devices during the forwarding decision. Consequently,

catastrophic forwarding loops can be created in the network due to the

combination of broadcasting as a communication primitive and the zero-

configuration premise of the forwarding devices. In Ethernet networks,

forwarding loops typically occur due to human error (e.g., incorrect wiring),

or faulty devices. If the network contains a forwarding loop, a single

broadcast Ethernet frame will be replicated uncontrollably througout the

network, crippling communication service for all devices attached to it. In

practice, due to the prevalence of broadcasting in Ethernet networks, the

whole layer 2 network is considered a single failure domain.

Finally, as bandwidth needs grow, the loop-prevention protocol responsi-

ble for generating a tree out of the potentially cyclical network graph has

become an increasingly large issue. Reducing the network graph to a tree
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disables a number of active links in the network to guarantee loop free-

dom. Unfortunately it also reduces the total bisectional bandwidth in the

network because not all links are utilized for frame transport and traffic

is oriented to travel through the tree root. Modern Ethernet networks use

manual configuration to generate multiple trees out of the network graph

to alleviate the issue, however this adds configuration overhead for the

network operators, increases the probability of human error in configura-

tion, and increases processing overheads in the forwarding devices.

1.2 Scope

The Ethernet link-layer is a very large collection of application domains,

protocols, and devices. This thesis deliberately scopes out some link-layer

aspects of the Ethernet family, such as the wireless Ethernet protocol

suite. While wireless (i.e., WLAN) concepts will augment and enhance

certain aspects of the system design presented in this thesis, the intent is

to impose no restrictions on the base Ethernet link-layer communication

model. As such, features such as wireless base stations offering tracking

information on device attachment status only augments the mechainsms

presented in this thesis.

Secondly, security issues in Ethernet networks [86] are also scoped out

of subsequent discussion. While they are important, the focus of this

work is to design and evaluate concepts that alleviate the scalability is-

sues associated with large Ethernet deployments. Similarly, there are

some well-known security issues associated with Distributed Hash Table

(DHT) [139] that are not topically relevant for this system design and

evaluation.

1.3 Contribution

This thesis presents a system design and experimental evaluation of Dis-

tributed Routing Bridges (DBridges), a “next-generation” Ethernet frame

forwarding protocol that attempts to solve many of the issues in larger

Ethernet deployments by combining existing work into a new network

architecture, and enhancing it with new features. More specifically, the

design introduces concepts from academic projects into a standardized

Ethernet frame forwarding protocol. Ray, Guérin and Sofia [115] intro-
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duce, and SEATTLE [85] further refines a one-hop Distributed Hash Ta-

ble (DHT) concept directly on top of the link-layer to eliminate major

sources of broadcasting from the network. DBridges system design imple-

ments the one-hop DHT concept in Routing Bridges (RBridges) [111] (i.e.,

a “distributed overlay” on top of the standard) and relaxes the require-

ments imposed on the network and end-hosts in the original proposals.

The RBridges standard by itself solves or simplifies several key issues in

Ethernet networks such as loop safety and throughput, when compared

to current standardized Ethernet protocols.

The second part of the contribution extensively validates the system

design through various use cases. First, the network effect of replacing

broadcasting with targeted signaling based on the one-hop DHT is an-

alyzed. Next, the impact of incremental deployability in networks with

routing bridges and DBridges is analyzed. Third, an extensive analysis

that compares DBridges with routing bridges is also performed on the

effects of host mobility in the network in terms of network signaling, con-

vergence characteristics, and host service quality. Finally, the process-

ing overhead of the proof-of-concept implementation of routing bridges is

also compared against conventional switching in a purely software-based

switch to understand the increased processing cost created by the for-

warding mechanisms introduced in the routing bridges standard.

1.4 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 goes over the evolution of

Ethernet and its major technological milestones. It also includes a dis-

cussion on the current state of the art in academia and industry. Chap-

ter 3 gives a brief overview of the technologies associated with DBridges,

followed by a technical description of the system design. Next, Chap-

ter 4 discusses the experimental evaluation process and highlights some

of the discoveries through an analysis of network-wide events. Chapter 5

briefly discusses the future of Ethernet networks and DBridges, discusses

some emerging application areas for Ethernet, and compares Software-

Defined Networking (SDN) on a high level to the conventional networking

paradigm. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis.
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2. The Evolution of Ethernet

Ethernet has become a near ubiquitous technology in the modern world.

It can be found in homes, enterprises, vehicles, factories, and various

portable devices. The heart of Ethernet, i.e., the communication model,

has remained largely unchanged since its inception. This chapter goes

over the history of Ethernet and some of its basic principles on a high

level, and discusses some of the key technologies that have driven its

adoption during the preceding four decades. All of the highlighted tech-

nologies here have had an effect on the scalability issues affecting Ether-

net networks today.

Figure 2.1 gives a high-level overview of the major standardization steps

that lead to the development of the technologies that this dissertation

studies. Each of the major technologies on the timeline are discussed

below, with emphasis on describing their functionality in the context of

this work, and the problems that are the basis for the system design. As

a whole, the technological development of Ethernet has closely followed

the business needs of a networked world. Quite remarkably, the basic

Ethernet primitives are still present today, and backwards compatibility

down to the standardization efforts done in early 80s is still guaranteed

even in the most advanced Ethernet-based network devices available on

the market today.

1973

Ethernet 
memo

1980

Ethernet 
DIX

1990

Spanning 
Tree Protocol

1998
Virtual LAN

2010

Routing 
Bridges

2012
Shortest 

Path 
Bridging

2005/8
Q-in-Q, 
MAC-in-

MAC

1989
Ethernet 
bridge

Figure 2.1. Timeline of Ethernet technological development.
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2.1 Foundations of Ethernet

The initial Ethernet concept [99] was created in 1973 at XEROX PARC as

a broadcast communication network. The initial design closely resembled

the wireless ALOHA network. While the current Ethernet ecosystem of

protocols and system designs is vastly different from the early days, the

guiding principles are still present to this day. There are four statements

of Ethernet as a technology in the initial proposal, that are still present

in all Ethernet communication networks.

First, the “Ether” carries transmissions to all end-stations. In Ether-

net, the communication primitive is broadcasting. This also limits the

basic Ethernet deployment to a “local area network”, instead of a routed

network. While broadcasting simplifies the design of the technology, it

will also turn out to be one of the principal issues with the scalability of

Ethernet towards larger deployments.

Secondly, propagation times of Ethernet are relatively small. To this

day, the majority of wired Ethernet networks are used at homes with sub-

millisecond latencies. More recently, Ethernet has also gained a foothold

in provider networks, where the latencies are also in the sub-millisecond

to a few millisecond range.

Thirdly, end-stations can detect the transmissions of other end-stations.

This is realized through always-on behavior of the Ethernet transceivers.

Today, standards such as Energy Efficient Ethernet (802.3az) [65] allow

Ethernet transceivers to partially suspend the transmit-half of the oper-

ation, resulting in energy savings at the cost of power state transition-

related latencies.

And finally, when end-stations detect on-going transmission, they will

not try to transmit data on the Ethernet. The last two principles com-

bine to a Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) physical layer, which

is the initial design of the Ethernet. This was further enhanced with

Collision Detection (CD), resulting in the well-known CSMA/CD physical

layer protocol. Modern Ethernet networks have transitioned away from a

CSMA/CD-based physical layer for performance reasons.

Each frame traversing the Ethernet network begins with a header. There

are three common framing formats used in current Ethernet networks:

the DEC, Xerox, Intel Ethernet (DIX Ethernet, or Ethernet II) [33], the

802.2 Logical Link Layer (LLC) [54] Ethernet framing, and the Sub-Network

Attachment Point (SNAP) framing. Each frame begins with a preamble,
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Destination MAC Source MAC Type Payload

Size PayloadLLC

Size PayloadLLC SNAP

C-VLAN

6 octets 6 4 2 46 (42) - 1500

3 - 4 Size - LLC

5 Size - LLC - SNAP

64 - 1518(1514) octets

Figure 2.2. Ethernet link-layer header format.

followed by a frame delimiter, and ends with a frame checksum sequence

and an inter-frame gap. These four fields are typically not visible to link-

layer services, and are omitted in the following discussion.

Figure 2.2 presents the three common Ethernet framing formats for the

link-layer visible portions. Each link-layer frame begins with the desti-

nation Media Access Control (MAC) address, indicating the target of the

frame, followed by the source MAC address of the end-station.

Next, a two octet field indicating either the protocol type (EtherType) of

the frame, or the length of the payload is given. The division between the

field types is created by dividing the 2 octet number space to two sections.

The Ethernet II standard specifies that the field is the upper layer proto-

col type. All protocol type numbers are required to be higher than 1500.

Both LLC and by extension, the SNAP framing formats use the octet to

indicate the length of the data in the frame, beginning immediately after

the field. Since Ethernet II format protocol types are higher than 1500,

the maximum length of the LLC-based Ethernet frames is 1500.

By 1990s, Ethernet deployments had grown in size so that dividing Eth-

ernet networks into segments and connecting them through repeaters

(colloquially known as “hubs”) as a larger Ethernet segment had become

the norm. Ethernet repeaters emit received frames on all ports except the

receiving port. As a result, repeaters combine the separate Ethernet seg-

ments into a single collision domain. This reduces the operational mode

of the physical links to half-duplex (i.e., only transmit or receive). In addi-

tion, as the topology complexity increased, the broadcast-driven nature of

Ethernet became an issue. If the topology built with repeaters contained

physical loops, the traffic was forwarded infinitely through the network,

causing an effective denial of service to all end-stations.
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Figure 2.3. An example STP-enabled Ethernet network.

2.2 Ethernet Bridges and the Spanning Tree

To improve the performance of the network, a new device was designed

that breaks the shared collision domain created by Ethernet repeaters.

The Ethernet bridge (or switch) connects end-stations with physical links

to ports in the device, where each port is a separate collision domain.

Isolating the collision domain to each physical link in the Ethernet net-

work allows switches to use full-duplex transmit behavior on the link,

drastically increasing the performance of the network. Forwarding be-

tween different ports is facilitated with a location learning mechanism,

where each switch records the source port of each end-station MAC ad-

dress. The source port, MAC address pair is subsequently used by the

forwarding decision to select the port for an incoming Ethernet frame. If

the information is missing or the frame has a multi-destination address,

it is forwarded out of all other ports in the switch.

In addition, to protect the network from broadcast-related meltdowns,

a protocol was devised that creates a loop-free topology for the whole

Ethernet network. The process decouples the previous close relationship

between the Ethernet frame forwarding and the physical topology. The

Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) [109, 57] negotiates a loop-free tree struc-

ture between all other switches in the Ethernet network. All participating

switches in the network forward Ethernet frames based on the spanning

tree. Unused links between switches are blocked from receiving or send-

ing end-station Ethernet frames.

Figure 2.3 presents a simple Ethernet network topology consisting of

four switches and 6 Ethernet segments. STP operates by selecting a root

bridge (switch R) in the Ethernet network that acts as the spanning tree
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root for the whole network. Each bridge advertises its capabilities by

sending STP-related frames from all its (configured) ports. Based on the

capability information, each switch independently selects a single port

from the switch that acts as a port towards the root switch (i.e., a root

port, R for switches S1, S2, S3). The root port selected by each switch is

the port that has the least cost path to the root switch. In addition, each

switch determines a number of designated ports, D, to forward traffic to

its connected Ethernet segments. If multiple switches are on the same

Ethernet segment, the switch with the least cost path to root switch will

enable its designated port. Any switch port that is not a root or a desig-

nated port will be set to blocked state, where only STP-related frames are

received and emitted.

STP was further refined by the Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP) [55].

RSTP improves on the original STP specification in two important ways.

First, RSTP significantly reduces the convergence time of the network

during topology changes. Secondly, RSTP allows switches to define the

switch port state to be an alternate path between them. If the primary

path becomes non-functional, the alternate path can become active with-

out topology changes.

While STP allows Ethernet networks with looped physical topology to

function loop-free, a single forwarding tree in a large Ethernet network is

not the optimal way to forward traffic. Since STP only allows a single link

to be active at a given time between two switches, redundant paths do not

increase the overall throughput of the network. In addition, a single for-

warding tree also enforces all frames to travel the same tree, potentially

leading to network congestion in hotspots. As a worst case scenario, a

frame sent to an end-station that is physically attached to a neighboring

switch (in terms of topology) may be forwarded through the whole span-

ning tree, instead of using a blocked switch port on the originating switch

due to the STP configuration. For example, in Figure 2.3, switch S3 must

forward frames to its blocked ports through switches R and S1 or S2, in-

stead of directly forwarding them on the blocked link.

The Brouter [90] was one of the first academic efforts that attempts to

solve the forwarding inefficiencies present in STP-based local area net-

works. Brouters use a distance-vector based Shortest Path Forwarding

(SPF) between Ethernet segments in the network. In addition, each Eth-

ernet segment elects a designated Brouter that disseminates the end-

station attachment information of the Ethernet segment throughout the
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Figure 2.4. Ethernet II Customer Virtual LAN encapsulation header.

network. In contrast to STP, Brouters selectively block ports on an Eth-

ernet segment, based on the SPF information. If a switch port does not

have the shortest path to a remote Ethernet segment, it is disabled when

forwarding frames towards the targeted segment. In case of ties, the des-

ignated Brouter is allowed to perform the forwarding. The port disable

mechanism ensures that only one Brouter on a given Ethernet segment is

allowed to forward frames to a destination Ethernet segment.

2.3 Local Area Network Virtualization

As Ethernet networks grew larger and more complicated in terms of ser-

vices they offered, hosts they served, and switches they contained, the

pressure to enhance the scalability characteristics of the Ethernet com-

munication model also grew. In 1998 the first Virtual Local Area Network

(VLAN) [72] was introduced, allowing network operators to segment a sin-

gle physically connected Ethernet network into multiple segments based

on a Customer VLAN Tag (C-TAG).

If configured to do so, VLAN-capable switches add an encapsulation hea-

der into Ethernet frames traversing its ports. Figure 2.4 presents the

VLAN encapsulation header in Ethernet II networks. The header inserts

4 octets immediately after the source MAC address of the standard Eth-

ernet header, leaving the original EtherType and payload of the frame

intact. First two octets specify the Tag Protocol Identifier (TPID), i.e.,

EtherType of the VLAN header, and the two remaining octets specify the

Tag Control Information (TCI). TCI information is further split into sev-

eral fields that include the Priority Code Point (PCP) (3 bits), Canoni-

cal Format Indicator (CFI) or Drop Eligibility Indicator (DEI) (1 bit), and

VLAN Identifier (VID) (12 bits) sub-fields.
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The PCP field allows traffic prioritization with 8 different values in as-

cending order beginning from zero. The CFI/DEI field has a dual role,

where the CFI indicator is used by non-Ethernet based networks (such

as Token Ring) that can carry Ethernet frames to include additional in-

formation in the frame, and the DEI field is used to indicate whether the

switch may drop the frame in prioritization processing. Finally, the VID

field contains the VLAN identifier of the tagged frame that isolates all

frames using the same VID into a logical LAN.

The VLAN specification also includes support for Multiple Spanning

Tree Protocol (MSTP) [56] that enhances RSTP by allowing multiple span-

ning trees to be used in the network through the use of VLAN identifiers,

in addition to a common spanning tree shared by the whole Ethernet net-

work. MSTP alleviates some forwarding inefficies in the network by al-

lowing network operators to use the VLAN identifier space to optimize

the forwarding on physical links in the network. While MSTP improves

the forwarding efficiency in the network, the identifier space is limited

(i.e., 12 bits or 4094 unique values) and in many network deployments

used to isolate the customers of the operator. This may lead to identifier

exhaustion in large deployments such as multi-tenant or virtualized data

centers [11] or metro Ethernet [25].

Smartbridges [121], like Brouter also sets out to resolve the spanning

tree forwarding inefficiency issues using a clean-slate approach. Instead

of using a constrained resource like VLAN identifier space to instantiate

multiple spanning trees per Ethernet network (as MSTP does), Smart-

bridges use diffusing computations to compute shortest forwarding paths

inside the network. The diffusing computation mechanism is used to per-

form a topology acquisition inside the Ethernet network, where at the

end of it, each Smartbridge knows the full topology of the network. The

topology information is then used to compute the shortest paths between

any source, destination Ethernet segment. In addition, instead of conven-

tional end-station MAC learning process, Smartbridges use diffusing com-

putation to disseminate location information of each end-station through-

out the network, when the information changes.

Similarly, STAR [91] computes alternate paths to the conventional span-

ning tree. The alternate paths are in most cases provably shorter than

using paths that traverse through the root of the spanning tree in the

Ethernet network. In contrast with the previous academic work, STAR

is designed to be incrementally deployable in an existing STP-based Eth-
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Figure 2.6. Ethernet II Provider Backbone Bridges framing format.

ernet network, offering increased forwarding performance depending on

the placement of the STAR devices in the topology. It runs a separate

path computation phase after the normal STP tree computation process

that forms an overlay network of STAR devices. The overlay network can

then be used to forward frames between branches of the original spanning

tree, instead of going through the root. STAR still employs flooding as the

forwarding primitive when destinations are unknown, and also dissemi-

nates end-station information to all STAR devices using flooding.

With the emergence of metropolitan-area Ethernet and data centers, the

Ethernet technology ecosystem required new functionality to both support

the new operational domains and to solve some of the pressing scalabil-

ity issues with large network deployments. This resulted in the creation

of two standards, aimed to solve the VLAN identifier starvation and to

control the broadcast domains in backbone networks.

The first, Provider Bridges (802.1ad) [58], or “Q-in-Q Ethernet encap-

sulation”, extends the VLAN encapsulation by introducing functionality

to perform VLAN tag stacking in Ethernet. Figure 2.5 presents the Eth-

ernet II frame format when Provider Bridging is used in the framing.

Provider Bridges insert another VLAN tag into Ethernet frames. The

Service VLAN Tag (S-TAG) has an identical format with the C-TAG; how-

ever, the TPID of S-TAG tag differs from C-TAG TPID, allowing switches

to differentiate between the two. Provider bridging extends the VLAN

identifier space to use two 12-bit values, potentially allowing for approxi-

mately 16.8 million unique identifiers.

The second, Provider Backbone Bridges (802.1ah) [61] also extends the
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VLAN encapsulation by introducing functionality to fully isolate customer

domain framing from provider domain framing. The 802.1ah encapsula-

tion scheme is also referred to as “MAC-in-MAC Ethernet encapsulation”.

Figure 2.6 presents the format for Ethernet II frames traversing the back-

bone network. Provider backbone bridges insert a completely new Ether-

net header in front of the customer Ethernet header. The header begins

with the backbone source and destination MAC addresses, followed by a

Backbone VLAN Tag (B-TAG) in the normal VLAN format. The B-TAG

is then followed by a Backbone Service Instance Tag (I-TAG). The I-TAG

is an extended version of the standard VLAN TCI, containing 24 bits of

information. The combination of the fields contained in the MAC-in-MAC

encapsulation allows the frame to be forwarded through multiple provider

domains. The end result is that provider backbone bridges allow backbone

networks to forward frames based on a completely isolated set of MAC ad-

dresses and service classes (as specified in the I-TAG), while keeping the

customer frame intact. This in turn may reduce the state required for

forwarding in the provider network, as it can be expected that the net-

work contains a significantly lower number of end-stations (with MAC

addresses) than the customer networks.

In academia, the increased adoption of Ethernet in Metropolitan Area

Network (MAN) and Wide Area Network (WAN) also resulted in work

that can be seen as the starting point for a paradigm shift in Ethernet

forwarding protocols and more generally, the way networks are managed.

The focus on larger Ethernet networks exasperated the well-known scala-

biliy issues present in the Ethernet service model (i.e., broadcasting) and

the spanning tree-based forwarding.

2.4 Extending Ethernet Beyond Local Area Networks

In [102], Myers, Ng and Zhang outline the major issues in scaling Eth-

ernet network to high numbers of active end-stations. The work presents

two different models that attempt to solve the state explosion end-stations

cause in the forwarding tables of switches, and the forwarding inefficien-

cies presented by the spanning tree. The first option considers earlier

work by Rexford et al. [116] that argues a new approach to networking

devices, where the decision making process of a forwarding protocol is con-

centrated in a centralized entity. The centralized entity holds a network-

wide view of the state of the network, and disseminates computed for-
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warding information to the switches. In addition, the centralized entity

holds a directory service for host-related information, such as IP-to-MAC

mappings, and network-layer bootstrapping (e.g., DHCP). The work by

Myers, Ng and Zhang, and Rexford et al. can be seen as one of the start-

ing points for Software-Defined Networking (SDN), as it is understood

today.

The second approach is to use a link-state protocol inside an Ethernet

network. Link-state protocols have several benefits over the distance vec-

tor based algorithms used in STP-based networks. Convergence times for

link-state protocols are typically faster, and frame forwarding can con-

tinue while the network is converging. Additionally, as all switches know

the topology of the network with the link-state, there is no longer a need to

use one (or more) shared trees to forward traffic. Instead, shortest paths

can be computed using a shortest path first-algorithm [132]. Additionally,

the link state protocol can be used to replicate a directory service contain-

ing host MAC related information to completely eliminate broadcasting

from the network.

Link-state protocol alone does not solve the state explosion of switch

forwarding tables, and further complicates the forwarding protocol be-

cause the conventional MAC learning can no longer be applied on a port-

to-port basis. To get around this limitation, LSOM [42] proposes replacing

the spanning tree with a link-state protocol only inside a provider (MAN

or WAN) domain, and connecting edge routers to the backbone. Inside

the provider domain, the link-state protocol only advertises the MAC ad-

dresses of connected edge routers to other switches, and computes short-

est paths from all backbone switches to all edge routers.

A key component limiting the use of Ethernet in mission critical and

high bandwidth networks has been STP. While RSTP improves the ser-

vice disruption time during device failures, and MSTP allows operators

to optimize the throughput of the network with greater flexibility, nei-

ther solution ultimately improves the resiliency and bandwidth of a set

of links, directly connected between two switches. The Link Aggrega-

tion (802.1AX) [59] protocol specifies the means to bundle multiple phys-

ical interfaces between switches to a link aggregation group that offers

resiliency and load balancing functionality between the switches. Link

Aggregation Group (LAG) overcomes the throughput and resiliency prob-

lems ingrained in STP, and allows operators to improve the robustness

of the connections inside the network, while also incrementally increas-
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ing the throughput capability of the (tree-based) Ethernet network. In

addition to the IEEE standard, several switch vendors [26, 81] also offer

proprietary standards for link aggregation, as well as Multi-Chassis Link

Aggregation Group (MC-LAG) functionality [28, 79]. MC-LAG extends

the concept by allowing multiple switch chassis to form a link aggrega-

tion group, increasing the resiliency of the logical link even further. The

concept of link aggregation was arguably taken to its logical conclusion by

Juniper with the QFabric [80] technology.

Today, the STP-based Ethernet includes a significant number of stan-

dards, protocols and features that directly evolved as the popularity of

Ethernet grew. The result is a system that requires significant amount of

configuration and understanding to overcome some of the issues in “con-

ventional” Ethernet: scalability, safety, resiliency, and performance. By

mid 2000s, two new architectural designs by IETF and IEEE were cre-

ated to resolve the inefficiency of the STP-based frame forwarding in large

Ethernet deployments.

2.5 The Next-Generation Ethernet Network

The two driving forces for the creation of a replacement for the aging STP-

based frame forwarding are the ever increasing bandwidth requirements,

and the need to significantly increase the Ethernet segment size in vir-

tualized data centers. A common point for the new protocols is to use a

link-state protocol to discover the network topology and to compute the

forwarding paths in the network, while significant differences arise on

the forwarding logic of each solution.

In 2004, the transparent routing [112] concept was published that pro-

poses to incorporate features to the link-layer that are typically seen in

the network-layer. The proposal became the IETF-driven Routing Bridges

(RBridges) effort, culminating in a published Request For Comments (RFC)

in 2010 [111]. At the same time, the IEEE-driven Shortest Path Bridging

(SPB) (802.1aq) [71] standardization effort was also under the way, end-

ing with a published standard in 2012, and subsequent incorporation into

the VLAN standard in its latest release.

The two standards approach the same problem from two different di-

rections. RBridges use VLAN for operation, and are backwards compat-

ible with STP and its related standards. RBridges have limited support

to other existing IEEE standards. It also introduces a new encapsula-
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tion scheme for Ethernet frames traversing the network that necessi-

tates hardware changes. In contrast, SPB has been designed to coexist

with IEEE standards and to use existing technology for framing (such

as 802.1ah and 802.1ad). This may allow SPB-enabled switches to use

existing Ethernet switching hardware, necessitating changes only to the

software of the switch. Currently, each standard has gained some adop-

tion, with several vendors releasing products [27, 17, 52, 50, 9] based on

both standards.

The usage of the standards can be divided into roughly two categories:

RBridges are primarily used in data center networks, and SPB-based de-

ployments are found in service provider networks. The division is some-

what artificial; however, service provider networks are a more natural

fit for the SPB-based technology, as they have been the main driver for

many of the more recent IEEE-driven standards in current Ethernet. In

contrast, data center networks are a more isolated and controlled envi-

ronment, where routing bridges can be deployed more easily.

2.6 Overview of Next-Generation Ethernet Architectures

The proliferation of various data center-based services has also renewed

the interest of academia in Ethernet, especially in the context of DCN. In

recent years, a number of different solutions have been proposed that all

attempt to solve the scalability issues of the Ethernet link-layer. Typi-

cally, data center networks are more planned than generic Ethernet net-

works, often adhering to a structured topology of some kind. They are

also more controllable than generic Ethernet networks as they are op-

erated by a single entity. This allows DCNs to further optimize certain

aspects of the architecture in addition to Ethernet scalability issues, such

as bisectional bandwidth, broadcasting, loop safety, and network conver-

gence issues. Some proposals also tackle similar issues in MAN/WAN

deployments, however the set of requirements on those networks differ

from DCNs. Some of the requirements and issues in Ethernet networks

in the context of DCNs are discussed below.

The topology of a conventional DCN is often fixed to a three-tiered ap-

proach, with core, aggregation, and access levels. Topology constraints are

exploited by many of the proposals to provide various benefits, typically

in terms of the other criteria presented here. Constraining the topology of

the network is most often coupled with a clean-slate approach, and limits
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the proposal to networks that can be designed from the ground up to a spe-

cific structured topology (e.g., data center networks). Topology constraints

often complicate the expandability of the data center network [131].

Incremental deployment of the proposed architecture in terms of ex-

isting hardware deployments is also one of the key characteristics. Mod-

ern data centers can have tens of thousands of servers, with hundreds

of switches and customers. While there are many aspects to incremental

deployment since it can relate to different components of the network, in

this categorization the definition is intentionally simplified to divide the

architectures based on their capability to interact with existing (spanning

tree-based) switches. Incremental deployability of switches can be a large

benefit for existing data center networks, however it may also impose re-

strictions on the architecture (e.g., interaction with STP). Clean-slate ap-

proaches offer unrestrained features for the new architecture, but can be

infeasible in many existing data centers.

The broadcast communication model of Ethernet, when the link-

layer segment size increases becomes a significant issue [102, 43, 40]. In

addition to Ethernet forwarding primitives using broadcasting when the

destination address is unknown to a switch, it is also widely used in var-

ious higher layer connectivity services (e.g., ARP, DHCP), and various

service discovery protocols. In subsequent discussion, the term “Ether-

net broadcasting” refers to the link-layer communication model, and “host

broadcasting” to the higher layer features that use broadcasting.

Frame forwarding and forwarding state is a key characteristic in

many proposals. It is a well-known problem in Ethernet networks with

conventional switching that the switch forwarding state increases with

the number of active hosts. As virtualized data centers can host several

dozen virtual machines in a single physical server, each rack can be a host

for hundreds of individual active hosts. In a large data center with a large

Ethernet network, this can lead to forwarding table overload in conven-

tional switches. STP-based forwarding also suffers from severe underuti-

lization of switch links, requiring high capacity switching devices towards

the root of the trees.

The proposed solutions for the forwarding issues in STP-based Ether-

net networks are numerous, however most solutions can be roughly di-

vided into two categories based on the control plane implementation. Dis-

tributed control planes spread information across the whole Ethernet net-

work, and each device independently computes the forwarding informa-
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Table 2.1. Overview of layer 2 network architecture proposal characteristics.

Architecture Topology Deployment Primitive Forwarding

SPB [71] Generic Incremental Broadcast Link-State

RBridge [111] Generic Incremental Broadcast Link-State

ARP-Path [53] Generic Incremental Broadcast Custom

SPAIN [101] Generic Clean-Slate Broadcast Centralized

SEATTLE [85] Generic Clean-slate One-hop DHT Link-State

HETNA [98] Generic Clean-Slate Any Any

MOOSE [128] Generic Clean-Slate Directory Link-State

PAST [134] Generic Clean-Slate Directory Centralized

Monsoon [45] Mesh-like1 Clean-Slate Directory Centralized

PortLand [104] Fat-Tree Clean-Slate Directory Custom

DCell [47] DCell Clean-Slate Topology Custom

BCube [46] BCube Clean-Slate Topology Custom

tion based on it. Centralized control planes collect information from the

devices to a centralized “controller” that computes forwarding informa-

tion for the whole network, and disseminates it to the device forwarding

tables.

Table 2.1 presents an overview of some of the major proposals by the

academia and industry in recent years to replace the conventional Eth-

ernet architecture. Each proposal is categorized based on its features in

the five categories previously outlined. Note that the proposals discussed

here are based on the link-layer, however there is also work that solves

similar issues on higher layers (i.e., network-layer), such as Al-Fares et

al. [7] and VL2 [44].

2.6.1 Topological Constraints

Topology constraints are the simplest method to categorize the architec-

tures. Architectures that use generic topologies offer the most flexibility

in the planning, deployment, and expansion of the network. Many ar-

chitectures that support generic topologies are designed to emphasize the

benefits of specific topology characteristics.

In contrast, there are significant benefits to restricting the architecture

topology to a specific structure. PortLand leverages the Fat-Tree topol-

ogy to autoconfigure the forwarding plane for the switches and to pro-

vide provably loop-free frame forwarding without additional encapsula-

tion through mechanisms similar to Autonet [126]. Monsoon offers en-

1Monsoon allows generic topologies, however it uses Valiant Load Balanc-
ing [144] for forwarding, constraining the topologies to mesh-like structures for
optimal performance
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hanced load balancing and spreading capabilities by exploiting the in-

creased path diversity in mesh-like networks through Valiant Load Bal-

ancing (VLB) [144]. Finally, as an extreme example, the structural topolo-

gies presented in DCell and BCube are tightly coupled in all aspects of the

architecture, including frame forwarding, fault management, host opera-

tion, and network planning and expandability.

2.6.2 Incremental Deployment

Incremental deployability in the context of current Ethernet networks

typically means interoperability with spanning tree-based switches (i.e.,

RSTP or MSTP). Both standardization efforts (i.e., SPB and RBridges) are

incrementally deployable and fully compatible with STP-based switches.

SPB interoperates with STP switches by connecting itself to one or more

spanning trees computed by the control plane protocol. Routing bridges,

on the other hand, divide STP-based networks into separate spanning

tree segments, if the routing bridges between the segments cut all direct

links between the STP switches. ARP-Path connects to spanning trees by

advertising itself as the root bridge (i.e., by using a very high root bridge

priority) on ports where it receives STP-related messages from switches.

While none of the other architectures are incrementally deployable with

STP-based switches, varying degrees of “incremental deployability” can be

identified in them. SPAIN requires changes to the end-hosts connected to

the network, but also provides service for non-SPAIN hosts. The standard

hosts will revert back to STP-like behavior in the SPAIN network, receiv-

ing less robust forwarding service. HETNA uses 802.1ah encapsulation to

realize its inter-domain forwarding, and intra-domain forwarding can be

based on any available Ethernet frame forwarding protocol, including the

STP variants. Thus, HETNA can be seen at least as partially compatible

with conventional STP-based switches.

2.6.3 Network Broadcast Elimination

Most architectures can also be categorized based on their underlying com-

munication primitives. The proposals can be divided into three groups:

the first group leaves Ethernet and host broadcasting intact, and the sec-

ond group eliminates one or both of the broadcasting models in common

cases. The final group unconditionally removes all Ethernet and host

broadcasting from networks. This also mandates that end-hosts behave
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in a certain way within the Ethernet network.

SPB is the only architecture belonging to the first group, having no fea-

tures to reduce the broadcasting inside the Ethernet network. It can

use normative encapsulation schemes (i.e., 802.1Q, 802.1ad) to control

the Ethernet network size in terms of number of end-hosts, but no active

mechanisms of broadcast reduction are included in the standard.

The rest of the proposals that retain broadcasting offer different primi-

tives to control it. Routing bridges by default offer no broadcast reduction

primitives, however it has an optional mechanism to disseminate end-host

information (e.g., host location) across a VLAN segment using a feature of

the control plane link-state protocol. As the majority of the broadcasting

in Ethernet networks today is host broadcasting, the benefit of the feature

is diminished.

ARP-Path uses broadcasting (i.e., ARP requests from hosts) for address

resolution and path computation. Additional broadcasting in the network

occurs when paths need to be repaired due to a link breakage. ARP-Path

can be combined with EtherProxy [40] to significantly reduce the broad-

cast ARP requests. PortLand implements a logically centralized directory

service that eliminates most ARP-based broadcasting from the network;

however, it falls back to broadcasting behavior if the controller is missing

addressing information (e.g., due to a failure). In combination with the

topology constraints, this allows the architecture to eliminate all common

broadcasting from the network in normal use. MOOSE uses broadcasting

as the base primitive in the network, but augments it with a logically cen-

tralized directory service to eliminate most addressing-related broadcast

requests from the network. The effect of broadcast on forwarding tables

in MOOSE is further mitigated by an address translation scheme on the

edges of the network.

Finally, SPAIN reduces host broadcasting through a mechanism called

chirping that augments the conventional ARP functionality found in end-

hosts. Chirp frames contain the IP → MAC mapping of the originating

host that can be used in the recipient end-hosts to update the local ARP

cache, significantly reducing the need to perform conventional broadcast

ARP requests.

The final group of architectures completely eliminate the major sources

of Ethernet and host broadcasting from the network. SEATTLE uses a

distributed directory, based on the concept of a one-hop Distributed Hash

Table (DHT) [48]. Ethernet broadcasting is replaced with a host location
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directory service, and the majority of host broadcasting (i.e., ARP and

DHCP) is replaced by a host address directory service. Note that SEAT-

TLE presumes that all hosts bootstrap their higher layer addresses so

that the network can correctly intercept and manage the directory ser-

vices. PAST implements a logically centralized host address directory to

eliminate ARP-based broadcasting, while the control plane mechanisms of

the architecture remove Ethernet-based broadcasting. Finally, Monsoon

proposes eliminating all broadcasting from the network to increase safety

and scalability. The broadcast elimination is realized through either a

logically centralized directory service, or a distributed directory service,

where the directory is replicated to all switches in the network through a

link-state protocol.

2.6.4 Frame Forwarding Mechanisms

The largest variance in methology can be seen in the frame forward-

ing and related control plane mechanisms between the different archi-

tectures. Proposals can be categorized based on several factors, such as

the forwarding path computation algorithm, or the division of labor.

A large group of architectures uses conventional link-state protocols

(with modifications) directly on the link-layer. SPB, Routing Bridges,

MOOSE and SEATTLE all use a conventional link-state protocol to dis-

seminate switch information throughout the network, and to compute

shortest paths between switches. While the general principle is very sim-

ilar in each case, there are design decisions that slightly differentiate the

feature set between each architecture. For example, SPB is designed so

that all paths are symmetric between two switches, and does not support

hop-by-hop Equal Cost Multi-Pathing (ECMP), while RBridges use con-

ventional ECMP directly on the link-layer. Conventional link-state proto-

cols offer a robust set of features that are already established on higher

layers, however the flooding behavior of link-state protocols may lead to

scalability issues on the control plane [6] in large Ethernet deployments.

PortLand leverages its Fat-Tree topology constraint to discover switch

positions in the tree automatically, allowing each switch to individually

compute multiple unicast shortest paths between all other switches in the

network. In addition, fault and multicast group management is offloaded

to a logically centralized entity in the network.

Another large group of architectures uses a centralized entity that com-

putes paths between switches in the network, and disseminates the in-
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formation to each switch. SPAIN uses Link-Layer Discovery Protocol

(LLDP) [62] to discover the topology of the network. The topology infor-

mation is used by an off-line, centralized computation of multiple paths

between all switches in the network. The algorithm is designed to lever-

age redundancy in the physical wiring of the topology to provide high bi-

sectional bandwidth and improved fault-tolerance. The candidate paths

are then mapped to a set of VLANs and installed on Common, Off-the-

Shelf (COTS) switches. PAST uses a logically centralized controller that

by default computes a destination-rooted shortest path spanning tree for

each host (i.e., MAC address) in the network. Computation is done on-

demand; when a switch receives a frame from a previously unknown end-

host, the frame is delivered to the controller, which computes and installs

the spanning tree for the destination MAC address. Monsoon also uses

a logically centralized controller [141] that offers multiple different algo-

rithms to compute paths between the switches in the network. In addi-

tion, Monsoon involves servers (i.e., end-hosts) in the forwarding decision

using VLB. It forwards each flow through a randomly selected interme-

diate switch in the network. The intermediate switch subsequently for-

wards the frames for the specific flow towards its correct destination.

DCell and BCube both use a customized forwarding protocol that in-

volves the servers in the network and relies heavily on the underlying

topology. DCell uses a conventional link-state protocol inside each DCell

of the same level to detect server failures and conventional link probing

mechanisms to detect link failures. In addition, the combination of these

two features can be used to infer full DCell failures. In conjunction with

the recursive topology of the DCell architecture, it allows the network to

reroute frames through higher DCell levels to offer service when entire

segments (i.e., a rack) of the network fail. BCube uses a source-routing

paradigm, where the entire path of the frame is determined by the orig-

inator. One path is selected as the default path for the flow and used

initially to forward frames to the destination. All selected parallel paths

are probed, and the results are used to select the best path (based on

bandwidth) from the candidate paths. If the selected path is better than

the default path, the flow is dynamically shifted onto the selected path.

Finally, ARP-Path computes shortest paths in terms of latency by broad-

casting ARP requests throughout the network. Each initially received

ARP request locks the (port, destination) pair to the MAC learning table

in the traversed switches for a period of time. Subsequent ARP requests
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received for the same flow are automatically discarded. The result is a

tree of locked (port, destination) pairs that constitute the potential route

between the peers. The candidate shortest path is “locked in” by the ARP

reply message from the destination to the source that travels through the

set of locked in ports at each switch.

2.7 Summary

The evolution of the Ethernet protocols has progressed to a point where

the configuration and maintenance of the network is complex. The com-

plexity emerges from the need to mitigate the fundamental scalability

issues of Ethernet. Both RBridges and SPB simplify the configuration of

one of the largest issues in STP-based Ethernet, namely network through-

put. Instead of being forced into MC-LAG or complicated MSTP configu-

rations, both protocols can use all available links at the same time, and

offer ECMP-like capabilities for load balancing. However, neither proto-

col offers any significant advances in improving the size of the Ethernet

segment.

The work in this thesis explores a system design that offers all the ben-

efits of the “next-generation Ethernet” protocols, while improving scala-

bility of the system in large Ethernet segments. To that end, work begun

to identify the best candidate out of the two new standards, based on the

requirements: (1) The protocol must be applicable to real world networks,

(2) it must be easily extendable to incorporate the improved scalability

features, (3) it must continue to reduce the configuration complexity of

high-performance STP networks, and finally, (4) it must be standardized

and open.

Out of the two potential candidates that have real world applications,

RBridges appear to have more benefits for this project, compared to SPB.

First, routing bridges isolate the legacy (STP) network into separate Eth-

ernet segments, allowing easier development of new features inside the

RBridges domain. SPB must bridge the spanning tree-based networks

into the shortest path tree. Second, RBridges replace the MAC-in-MAC

encapsulation typically used by SPB with a custom (and arguably simpler)

encapsulation scheme for the frames, while still allowing features such as

MAC-in-MAC to function. Finally, the IETF standardization process is

open, whereas IEEE is at least partially closed during the standardiza-

tion draft phase. It is for these reasons that DBridges use routing bridges
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as the “base standard” that is extended with new features to improve the

scalability of Ethernet segment size.
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What follows is a technical discussion of the DBridges system design.

First, the chapter summarizes the relevant architectures that are the ba-

sis of the DBridges design. Next, a high-level overview of the DBridges

system design is given and general concepts involved in the system are

discussed. An initial sketch of the system design and proof-of-concept

implementation can be found in Publication I. The remaining three sec-

tions go over the technical details of the components in DBridges, and

also discuss the specification level changes required to enable DBridges

functionality in existing standards.

3.1 Routing Bridges

The Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) family creates one or more loop-free for-

warding trees of the physically or logically connected Ethernet network.

With the increasing bandwidth and segment size requirements, using one

or more shared tree-like structures for communication between arbitrary

end-points in the network has become an increasingly difficult problem to

solve [112, 137]. The IETF-driven Routing Bridges (RBridges) [111] im-

plement a new frame forwarding protocol directly on top of the Ethernet

link-layer. RBridges introduce approaches typically seen in the network-

layer (e.g., hop counts, shortest path forwarding) directly on top of the

link-layer. There are several key differences between STP-based switches

and RBridges.

• Forwarding plane uses encapsulation to tunnel the user Ethernet frames

from originating RBridge (ingress), to the destination RBridge (egress).
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Figure 3.1. TRILL network overview.

• Topology discovery and path computation is implemented through a link

state protocol

• Forwarding is based on a Shortest Path Forwarding (SPF)-tree

• The tunneling header allows hop-counts on the forwarding plane, im-

proving safety

In addition, RBridges are backwards compatible with STP-based swit-

ches, and react to spanning tree changes in the network. In practice,

each RBridge network potentially divides a STP-based Ethernet network

into two separated segments, each with its own spanning trees. Due to

the backwards compatibility, RBridges impose some constraints on the

links between two RBridge devices. As such, RBridge devices implement,

and require either VLAN [72] or TRILL Fine-Grained Labeling (FGL) [39]

support on the device.

The FGL specification describes a replacement for VLAN tagging. The

primary benefit of using FGL inside the TRILL campus is twice the num-

ber of identifiers, when compared to C-TAGs. Fine Grained Labels are in-

serted directly after the MAC source address of the Ethernet frame, and

consist of two consecutive 4 octet headers that each contain an EtherType

(2 octets) and 2 octets of label data. The label data has similar informa-

tion contents (i.e., Priority, DEI, and Identifier fields) as a C-TAG or an

S-TAG, while the EtherType distinguishes the frame from a VLAN-tagged

frame. FGL is only used for user Ethernet frames; the encapsulation and

decapsulation process only occurs at the edges of the network.

Figure 3.1 presents an Ethernet network with both TRILL and conven-

tional STP-based switches. In the conventional Ethernet network, frames

sent by Host A travel the network unencapsulated, until they are deliv-
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ered to the ingress RBridge (RBI ). The ingress RBridge adds an encap-

sulation header to the native Ethernet frame and delivers it to the next-

hop RBridge inside the TRILL Campus. The encapsulated frame travels

through a number of transit RBridges until it reaches the egress RBridge

(RBE). The egress RBridge decapsulates the frame and sends it towards

Host B, where the conventional STP-based Ethernet network forwards

the frame using a spanning tree.

3.1.1 Autoconfiguration

RBridges are designed to be autoconfigurable with default settings, re-

taining the plug-and-play nature of Ethernet switches. To support the

encapsulation scheme, the devices negotiate a number of unique identi-

fiers that are used on the forwarding plane to identify each RBridge. In

addition, each RBridge must have a single customer VLAN enabled on

all of its links that can be used to communicate with all other RBridges

on that link. By default, RBridges are configured so that each port uses

customer VLAN identifier 1 as a port tag, causing all Ethernet frames on

the port to be tagged.

Each RBridge in the TRILL campus is identified by one or more unique

identifiers called nicknames. To support autoconfiguration and to reduce

the likelihood that the TRILL campus has nickname collisions, nicknames

are by default selected randomly on each RBridge. Each device advertises

its nicknames through the link-state protocol; nickname collisions are de-

terministically resolved by a voting algorithm that is run on each device.

3.1.2 MAC Address Learning

The MAC address learning process in RBridges closely follows the conven-

tional MAC learning process found in STP-based switches. An incoming

frame from a local end-host updates the MAC learning table with the local

port identifier, and the VLAN identifier of the frame. In addition, egress

RBridges learn the location of remote end-hosts during the decapsulation

process. When the frame is being decapsulated, the MAC learning table

is updated with the nickname of the ingress RBridge and the customer

VLAN tag of the native Ethernet frame.

To improve end-host service during link-layer mobility and to reduce

flooding inside the TRILL campus, RBridges also offer an optional proto-

col to disseminate end-host MAC address information to interested par-
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Figure 3.2. TRILL encapsulation scheme and Ethernet frame format.

ties. The End-Station Address Distribution Information (ESADI) proto-

col [142] uses the link-state protocol primitives to periodically or reac-

tively distribute end-host address and reachability information to other

RBridges.

Finally, routing bridges associate a “confidence level” for each source of

information. The MAC address learning process only occurs when the con-

fidence level of the learned source is equal or higher than the confidence

level of the current information. By default native Ethernet and TRILL

encapsulated frames use an identical confidence level, while ESADI-based

information is given a significantly higher value.

3.1.3 Encapsulation Scheme

Native Ethernet frames (e.g., end-host data frames) are encapsulated at

the incoming edge of the TRILL campus, and decapsulated at the outgoing

edge. While traversing the campus, the encapsulation header remains in

the frames, while the contents change on a hop-by-hop basis. The native

Ethernet frame is always kept intact during forwarding.

Figure 3.2 presents the encapsulation scheme and the TRILL encap-

sulation header. The TRILL encapsulation scheme adds an additional

802.3 Ethernet header (Outer Ethernet) and a TRILL specific encapsula-

tion header (TRILL) to each end-host frame traversing the TRILL cam-

pus. Depending on the port configuration, there may also be an outer cus-

tomer VLAN header (O.VLAN) in the frame. The native Ethernet frame

is always encapsulated with a customer VLAN header (I.VLAN) by the

RBridge.

The outer Ethernet header in conjunction with the outer customer VLAN

header contains information for the next RBridge on the link, including
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the source port MAC address of the sending RBridge, the destination port

MAC address of the next-hop RBridge, and the VLAN identifier of the seg-

ment that is used for TRILL traffic on the link. This information changes

on a hop-by-hop basis as the frame traverses the network.

The TRILL header contains the necessary information to forward the

frame using the SPF algorithm, and additional safety and optional fea-

tures related to RBridges. The header includes a version field (V) indi-

cating the TRILL protocol version of the ingress RBridge. Frames with

unknown version information in the header are dropped in the network.

Next, the header contains a field indicating whether the frame is using

multicast forwarding (M). TRILL headers can also carry additional in-

formation in the form of options. The options follow immediately after

the static TRILL header, and the total length (Op-Length) is given in the

static header. RBridges acknowledge that forwarding loops in the net-

work can occur in rare cases. To protect against network meltdown due

to uncontrollable frame forwarding, the TRILL header includes a time to

live field (Hop Count). The Hop Count is reduced by at least one every

time a RBridge forwards the TRILL encapsulated frame to the next-hop

RBridge. When the field value reaches zero, the frame is either decap-

sulated or discarded. Finally, the header contains the ingress and egress

nicknames of the RBridges.

The Ingress RBridge Nickname field always contains the nickname of

the encapsulating RBridge. It remains unchanged while the frame is in

encapsulated format, and is used by the decapsulating RBridge to learn

the remote location of the end-host and transit RBridges to perform re-

verse path forwarding checks if the encapsulated frame is multi-destination.

The Egress RBridge Nickname field has two roles, depending on the type

of the encapsulated frame. If the encapsulated frame is unicast (indicated

by the unset M-field in the TRILL header), the egress nickname identifies

the RBridge that is responsible for decapsulating the frame. If the M-field

is set in the header, the egress nickname identifies the multi-destination

distribution tree used for this frame. In the multi-destination case, the

value is also used in the reverse path forwarding check on the transit

RBridges.

Finally, if the Op-Length field is non-zero, the encapsulation header also

includes additional header options immediately following the ingress RBr-

idge nickname field. The option header format [37] begins with 4 octets of

fixed flag information, followed by a number of additional options.
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3.1.4 Control Plane

RBridges discover the network topology and perform network autoconfig-

uration using a modified version of the Intermediate System to Interme-

diate System (IS-IS) link-state protocol [77]. The link-state protocol has a

dual role in the network. First, it is used to negotiate link local features

(e.g., designated RBridge, appointed forwarders for customer VLANs) be-

tween neighboring RBridges to ensure switch connectivity. Secondly, it is

also used to advertise RBridge features and neighbor information across

the TRILL campus.

On multi-access links such as Ethernet, the local link-state processing

is responsible for negotiating a designated RBridge for the link. The des-

ignated RBridge has multiple responsibilities:

• Select the customer VLAN identifier that is used for control plane and

TRILL encapsulated traffic,

• perform IS-IS pseudonode-related functionality,

• issue IS-IS Complete Sequence Numbers PDUs, and

• choose an Appointed Forwarder for each customer VLAN identifier ap-

pearing on the link

As RBridges encapsulate native Ethernet traffic, the designated RBr-

idge must select a single device (an Appointed Forwarder [110]) to per-

form the encapsulation and decapsulation process on the link for a given

customer VLAN identifier. Otherwise, the network may suffer a melt-

down because forwarding loops may be introduced to the network if mul-

tiple RBridges encapsulate and decapsulate native Ethernet frames for a

VLAN identifier on a link.

3.1.5 Incremental Deployment

RBridges are fully backwards compatible with normal switches and STP.

For RBridges, STP-switched LANs appear as multi-access links, i.e., the

native Ethernet frames from end-hosts on the link are encapsulated and

forwarded into the TRILL campus.

In addition, RBridge ports that receive STP-related frames (Bridge PDU
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(BPDU)) have additional responsibilities to guarantee compliant behavior

with STP on the link (and to an extent, the Ethernet network exposed on

that link). Each RBridge that is an appointed forwarder for a customer

VLAN on a link keeps track of root bridge information seen in BPDUs.

If it detects a change in the root bridge, it will stop encapsulating native

Ethernet traffic on that customer VLAN for a period of time. Conversely,

if an RBridge loses its appointed forwarder status for a customer VLAN

on a link, it can send a STP topology change BPDU on that link to indicate

the change towards the STP-switched Ethernet network.

3.2 Distributed Hash Tables

Hash tables are commonly used as a (key, value)-tuple container in soft-

ware. Each value is inserted into a key space, based on the hash value of

the key, and a function to select the correct index in the container. The

key space of a hash table is the sequence of indices from the first element

to the last. The indices of keys are computed through a simple function,

for example the remainder of the hash value when divided by the number

of elements in the table. When a hash table fills up (i.e., the number of

tuples stored in a hash table) exceeds a specific threshold, the size of the

table is increased. Changing the size of the table typically requires that

all tuples contained in it are reallocated into the new table.

The Distributed Hash Table (DHT) extends the hash table paradigm by

creating an indexed container on top of resources in a distributed system.

The initial proposal, Consistent Hashing [83] was first presented as an ef-

ficient way to load balance resource usage in a distributed network. Since

then, the Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) design has been adopted in a

wide variety of systems, ranging from peer-to-peer applications [135, 122]

to distributed storage systems [30]. In subsequent discussion, Consistent

Hashing and Distributed Hash Tables are used synonymously.

3.2.1 Overview

A DHT assigns (key, value)-tuples (data elements) into a resource bucket

on a key space. A resource bucket is typically a server, or a host par-

ticipating in the DHT system. The following discussion concentrates on a

specialization of the DHT algorithm, where all participants in the protocol

have a consistent view of the system with very high probability, resulting
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Figure 3.3. Consistent hashing overview.

in “one-hop” DHT lookups for a given key. Typically, one-hop DHT systems

have lower lookup latency and lookup failure rates than multi-hop vari-

ations [32], while the storage requirement of the algorithm state grows

linearly with the number of resources in the system (e.g., participating

servers).

In contrast to conventional hash tables, the key space for distributed

hash tables is divided into intervals. Each bucket (e.g., a server) is re-

sponsible for one or more intervals on the key space. New information is

inserted into the distributed hash table by mapping the key of the tuple to

an interval on the same key space, and then selecting the correct resource

bucket through a separate metric function. Typical metric functions map

the hash value to the key space by selecting the shortest absolute distance

to a bucket, or choosing the next bucket in ascending or descending order.

Figure 3.3 shows a DHT key space [0..1] on the left, with resources R =

{1, 2, 3} assigned on the key space using a hashing function Hr(IDi) �→
[0..1], i ∈ R. Each resource has a sufficiently unique identifier IDi that is

used as the input for the hashing function. The hashing function returns

a value on the key space that designates the position of the resource.

Next, on the right side of the figure, three data elements D = {a, b, c}
are inserted into the DHT. The key of the data element is hashed on the

same key space using a hash function Hd(keyj) �→ [0..1], j ∈ D. Then, each

data element is assigned to a resource with a metric function. In this

example, Hd(keyj) is assigned by a function that computes min(Hr(IDi)−
Hd(keyj)) for all Hr(IDi) > Hd(keyj), i ∈ R, j ∈ D. In addition, the key

space wraps around so that if Hd(keyj) > max(Hr(IDi)), then Hd(keyj)

is assigned to the resource min(Hr(IDi)). Note that Hr and Hd may be

different functions; for the purposes of this discussion, they are presumed
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to be identical.

3.2.2 Characteristics

DHTs exhibit certain types of behaviors and characteristics because the

system is spread among a number of potentially transient physical re-

sources. One-hop DHT systems eliminate or minimize most of the charac-

teristics discussed here, however they are briefly described. In addition,

the system design of DBridges further reduces the effect of certain char-

acteristics here, as it is expected that the number of switches (and the

DHT configuration in individual switches) in the network changes infre-

quently, and as a consequence the DHT key space is extremely stable.

Furthermore, the base routing bridges specification adds an upper bound

for certain characteristics of the DHT, such as the number of (physical) re-

source nodes in the system, eliminating scalability issues [118] with large

one-hop DHTs.

The view of a DHT consists of a subset of resource nodes. Each node

participating in the DHT has its own view of the key space, and in highly

dynamic networks, the views between resources can be inconsistent. In

one-hop DHT systems, each resource node has an identical, and complete

view (i.e., the subset of resources each node sees is the set of all nodes)

of the DHT with very high probability. Inconsistent views will cause data

elements in the DHT to be spread across different resource nodes.

In highly dynamic DHT systems, such as Internet-scale peer-to-peer ap-

plications [135, 122], the participants may join and leave the system in

rapid succession. Each leave and join operation causes a relocation of

a portion of the data elements in the DHT, causing churn [117] in the

system. High degree of churn increases the network bandwidth require-

ments of the system, as constant data element relocation is required to

ensure the integrity of the DHT and high probability of lookup success.

Typical DHT protocols perform two distsinct roles. First, they act as an

overlay network on top of the underlying network (e.g., the IP network),

forwarding packets along the key space, until the operation reaches the

correct resource (i.e., physical node). Secondly, the resource nodes store

data elements assigned to them. The stretch of a DHT describes the rout-

ing efficiency of the DHT in terms of the overlay network, i.e., how many

hops must an operation travel before it completes. In one-hop DHT pro-

tocols, the stretch in terms of the overlay network is always zero because

each resource node is directly indexable on the key space.
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Figure 3.4. Consistent hashing resource addition and removal.

The standard consistent hashing algorithm proposes a hash function

that maps the resource nodes of a DHT randomly on the key space. The

randomness implies that given enough resource nodes, the distribution

of data elements between all the nodes in the system is approximately

equal. In contrast, when the DHT has a low number of resource nodes,

the system may exhibit storage imbalance, which in turn may lead to

processing imbalance, depending on the access patterns of the data ele-

ments stored in the DHT. A common approach to mitigate the issue is

to replicate the resouce node on the key space several times using “vir-

tual resource nodes” [32, 84]. Other solutions such as weighted DHT

scheme [125] where each resource node is associated a weight value when

computing the interval on the key space may also be used. The system

may also use a balanced partitioning scheme [140], dividing the key space

to equal sized chunks. As new resource nodes are added to the system, the

new node takes over half of the data elements of the most heavily loaded

resource node.

3.2.3 Resource Insertion and Removal

As the resources of the DHT are concrete nodes in a distributed system,

the addition or removal of a resource changes the state of the DHT. When-

ever the state of the DHT instance changes, approximately k/N data ele-

ments must be relocated to a new resource, where k is the number of data

elements stored in the DHT and N is the number of resources on the key

space. This is in contrast with normal hash table algorithms, where the

resizing of the hash table requires the relocation of most data contained

in it.

An example of resource removal and addition on the example DHT key
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space is presented in Figure 3.4. First, resource 1 is removed from the

DHT. Data element a is relocated to the next resource on the key space

(2), using the same metric function as in the previous example. After the

relocation, resource 2 contains data elements a, and b.

Similarly, a new resource 4 is added to the DHT. This causes the re-

location of data element c to the newly added resource by recomputing

Hd(keyb) and applying the metric function on the hash value. Note that

the original data is typically not removed from the previous resource (i.e.,

resource 3 in the example).

3.3 DBridges Design Overview

DBridges enhance the base protocol specification of RBridges with a one-

hop DHT scheme, introduced by Ray, Guérin and Sofia [115] and, SEAT-

TLE [85] designs. This section outlines the DBridge-specific components

that are added to RBridges to achieve the one-hop DHT behavior in TRILL

campuses.

The DBridge additions to the base protocol specification can be divided

into control plane and data plane modifications. DBridges are intention-

ally designed to be minimally intrusive to the RBridges base specification,

and as such, only requires modest specification changes to support its

frame processing behavior on the switches. The one-hop DHT scheme in

DBridges is used to eliminate the two largest sources of broadcast traffic

in Ethernet networks, namely Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) request

broadcasts and unknown destination floooding. The mechanisms for the

elimination of ARP-based broadcasting are also directly applicable to IPv6

Neighbor Discovery [103] protocol.

On the control plane, the link-state protocol is modified to support DHT

advertisements. Each switch may advertise its participation in DHTs

based on customer VLAN or FGL [39] identifiers. The control plane also

includes a component that computes the DHT ring information on a per

VLAN/FGL basis, and propagates this to the data plane.

The data plane requires more extensive modifications, because the one-

hop DHT functionality changes the communication primitives of the RBr-

idges base protocol specifications. First, the encapsulation and decapsula-

tion logic of native Ethernet frames is changed to accommodate the flood-

less forwarding behavior. Next, the MAC learning table requires changes

to support the one-hop DHT behavior. Finally, the data plane also needs
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Figure 3.5. Overview of DBridge entities and responsibilities.

support for the DHT Information Dissemination Protocol (DIDP), the un-

derlying network protocol that delivers information between switches in

a DHT.

Each DBridge may participate in the one-hop DHT system in two ways.

Figure 3.5 presents a high-level overview of the DBridge entity roles and

their responsibilities. Each DBridge uses the one-hop DHT to forward

frames through intermediate switches, when the location of the destina-

tion host is not found in the MAC learning table. In the figure, DBc1

does not hold information about hostb in its local table. If hosta sends an

Ethernet frame to hostb, DBc1 sends the frame to an intermediate switch

(DBs) that holds the information. Similarly, the proxy ARP-like behav-

ior is implemented through the use of intermediate switches, preventing

ARP request broadcasting in the network.

Switches that use the DHT system only for location and addressing

information queries are called DBridge clients (DBc1, and DBc2 in Fig-

ure 3.5). Subsequent discussion uses DHT and DBridge client interchange-

ably. The TRILL campus must also contain a set of DBridges that hold the

information in the one-hop DHT. The DBridge servers (or DHT servers) in

a TRILL campus hold the stored information, and act as the relayer nodes

for clients. Additionally, they also signal host location and addressing in-

formation to clients in conjunction with the relaying operation, and when

the (location) information changes. In the topology in Figure 3.5, DBs acts

as the single DBridge server in the network.

Each DBridge can control its role on the DHT system per VLAN or FGL

identifier. This allows network operators to exert control over the loca-

tion of the information inside the TRILL campus. Note that specifying a

single DBridge as the DHT server of an identifier can be likened to a con-

ventional “directory service” model, where a single entity is responsible
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for all the information management in the network.

The DHT system is subdivided into segments based on the VLAN or

FGL identifier. Each identifier will create a separate DHT instance with

its own clients and servers. The DHT instances are populated with data

elements by DBridge clients that have active locally attached end-hosts.

DBridges design currently stores two types of information in the DHT in-

stances, (1) location information, and (2) IP version 4 addressing informa-

tion. These two information types are called DHT protocols in subsequent

discussion.

Location information specifies the location of a MAC address inside the

TRILL campus. It is represented by a (key, value) pair, where the key

is the MAC address of the host, and the value is the DBridge nickname

of the switch it is attached to. DBridges automatically extract location

information from incoming native Ethernet frames.

The IP version 4 addressing information enables the floodless “proxy

ARP” behavior inside the TRILL campus. Addressing information is rep-

resented by a (key, value) pair, where the key is the IP version 4 address

of the host, and the value is the MAC address of the host. Network-layer

addressing information can be extracted from multiple sources: ARP re-

quests contain the addressing information for the source end-host, and

in networks with dynamic address configuration, DHCP messaging can

also be inspected. Note that the solution does not solve the inherent secu-

rity issues of the ARP protocol [3, 8] or the various security issues of the

MAC layer. However, ARP-related security mechanisms are usable with

DBridges.

3.4 Control Plane

Routing bridges control plane is based on the IS-IS link-state protocol [77,

38], one of the well-known interior gateway protocols. IS-IS provides route

computation, topology discovery and path Maximum Transmission Unit

(MTU) discovery to all RBridges in a TRILL campus. In addition, IS-IS

link-local protocol is responsible for selecting a designated routing bridge

on the link that has additional responsibilities. The IS-IS control plane

protocol instance run between all routing bridges is separated from higher

level instances, i.e., network-layer IS-IS instances are possible in conjunc-

tion with routing bridges. Routing bridges run the link-state protocol di-

rectly on the Ethernet layer by issuing protocol messages to a well-known
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802.3 MAC address assigned for TRILL IS-IS.

Figure 3.6 presents a high level overview of the control plane compo-

nents. IS-IS sends messages both on the local link (e.g., a switch port),

and throughout the TRILL campus. The TRILL HELLO messages are

emitted on the local link, and describe the switch capabilities to other

switches on the same link. The TRILL LSP messages are flooded through-

out the network, and contain information about the switch and its neigh-

bors. Each DBridge independently computes the forwarding database,

based on the combined information from its link-local neighbors, and the

flooded link-state protocol messages, using the standard IS-IS path com-

putation algorithm. The forwarding database is propagated to the data

plane, that uses it to forward TRILL encapsulated messages throughout

the TRILL campus. Additionally, a DHT database is kept separately that

contains the advertisement status of each switch on a per VLAN or FGL

identifier, derived from the information contained in the TRILL LSP mes-

sages. The information in the DHT database is used to compute the key

space information for each VLAN or FGL identifier, that subsequently

gets propagated to the data plane.

DBridges only add information to the TRILL LSP messages. First, a

reachable MAC address for each switch is included in the LSP. This infor-

mation is used by DIDP to target DHT messages to the correct DBridge.

Every DIDP frame destined to the target DBridge is carried as TRILL

encapsulated data frame across the TRILL campus, which guarantees

correct operation in mixed networks (i.e., STP switches, routing bridges,

and DBridges). Next, the information includes a list of VLAN or FGL

identifiers for each DHT the DBridge is interested in. Each identifier is

associated with a virtual router value, describing the number of virtual
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Figure 3.7. DIDP encapsulation scheme and Ethernet frame format.

resources the switch represents in the DHT key space of the identifier.

An identifier of zero implies that the DBridge acts as a pure DHT client

in the system, and only uses it to provide the floodless forwarding prim-

itives of the system. Finally, the DHT information in the LSP messages

is also used to determine whether a switch is a DBridge, when used in

mixed networks, because communication between a DBridge and a RBr-

idge must not use DHT-related functionality.

3.5 DHT Information Dissemination Protocol

DHT information must be propagated quickly through the Ethernet net-

work because it directly affects the correctness of location information

in DBridges, and the network-layer addressing information in end-hosts.

Carrying the information in standard link-state advertisements of the

control plane protocol is not possible due to the immediacy of the infor-

mation. In addition, using the relatively complex link-state protocol to

carry the information would incur significant processing overhead on the

control plane.

DBridges use a custom information exchange protocol to carry DHT in-

formation between devices. The DHT Information Dissemination Protocol

(DIDP) is a light-weight, unreliable, and space-efficient protocol that de-

livers the DHT data elements between two DBridges as unicast TRILL

encapsulated data frames. DIDP was deliberately designed as a simple

protocol that could be implemented directly on the data plane of the de-

vice, if necessary.

Figure 3.7 presents the encapsulation and header format of DIDP frames.

DIDP frames are native Ethernet frames, and always addressed (i.e., the

Inner Ethernet destination MAC address) to the MAC address each DBr-

idge advertises through its link-state protocol messages. The native Eth-
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ernet frame is encapsulated and decapsulated as a TRILL data frame by

the originating and terminating DBridges. This guarantees that transit

RBridges forward the DIDP frames normally using the TRILL forwarding

mechanisms.

DIDP frames include a simple fixed header, immediately followed by the

information contents (i.e., data elements). The fixed header contains the

information protocol, the DHT operation performed on the contents of the

message, and the key, and value lengths of the data element. The final

field contains the number of data elements (i.e., key + value lengths) im-

mediately following the fixed header. The total length of the DIDP frame

is always bounded by the TRILL campus maximum MTU size negotiated

by the link-state protocol.

DIDP is a separate entity from the link-state protocol. It interacts with

the related DHT information stored in the DBridge (i.e., location or ad-

dressing information). Client DBridges react to changes in local DHT

information and issue DIDP messages to the DHT server responsible for

storing the information. Various changes in the local information may

trigger one or more DIDP messages to be sent to other switches in the

network. Most common events include

• A change in the state of a DHT, i.e., a new DBridge advertises partici-

pation in a DHT, or an existing DBridge removes its participation from

a DHT,

• a change in the information contents of the DHT, e.g., an end-host at-

taches itself to a DBridge, causing a change in the MAC learning table,

and

• a periodic trigger, refreshing the DHT information about locally attached

end-hosts in the DHT server.

DIDP performs the conventional insert, update, and delete operations on

the DHT. In addition, to optimize the floodless frame forwarding process,

and to better support end-host mobility in the TRILL campus, DIDP also

includes a redirect primitive to turn on frame redirection for the related

location information.

The insert, update, and delete operations are used across all DHT infor-

mation protocols by the clients to manipulate the stored DHT state in the
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server, i.e., they are only used in client to server communication. Insert

is used by the client to indicate that a new location information entry has

been crated in the DBridge. This event typically occurs, when a new end-

host attaches to the switch. The update operation is used by client DBrid-

ges, when the state of a location information changes in the switch. This

event occurs, when the switch learns that a previously remote end-host

(i.e., the MAC learning table entry indicated that the end-host was at-

tached to another switch) is directly attached to the client DBridge. Delete

operations are not part of the default DBridge implementation, because

there is no explicit detachment process in Ethernet networks. Instead,

it may be used by the address information in conjunction with DHCP,

when an end-host releases its address. Location information may also be

deleted, if there is an external signaling mechanism that can be used to

deduce end-host attachment status in the switch, for example 802.1X, or

the various wireless Ethernet protocols.

In contrast, the redirect operation is only used by the location informa-

tion protocol to enable redirection in clients, i.e., it is only used in server

to client, or client to client communication. The signaling of redirection

operation frames is primarily triggered by two different events. First,

the DHT server will inform the previous location of an end-host when it

detects a change in the location of the end-host. This occurs, when the

existing location information for an end-host is manipulated through the

insert, or update operations. Secondly, the DHT clients use the redirect

primitives to perform the location information state repair in the network.

DIDP messaging is divided into two separate categories: deferred and

immediate messaging. Deferred messaging is used to propagate infor-

mation that does not have a time-related priority. The typical use case

for deferred messaging is when the data elements of a DHT instance in

the network must be partially relocated to another DHT server, due to

an addition or a removal of a server from the instance. Immediate mes-

saging is used to signal the addition or removal of a single element to or

from the the DHT. Immediate messaging is more common than deferred

messaging, as all state-changes directly related to the end-hosts must be

propagated immediately to the DHT server.
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3.6 Forwarding Plane

The DBridges design modifies the forwarding plane operation of the rout-

ing bridges standard in several key ways. Additionally, several new com-

ponents are required to fully support the one-hop DHT behavior directly

on the forwarding plane. Figure 3.8 represents the high-level data plane

architecture of DBridges. Unmodified components are represented by

white, modified components by a darker grey, and new components are

represented by light grey. Overall, DBridges directly modify the operation

of the MAC learning table, an the encapsulation and decapsulation pro-

cesses of the data plane. In addition, DHT specific processing is required

to support the floodless frame forwarding inside the TRILL campus, the

ARP-related processing with the address information, and the processing

of DIDP-related functionality.

Low-level port processing in DBridges is unchanged from routing bridges.

In this context it refers to various low-level frame checks that determine

if the incoming frame is accepted for processing. Depending on the in-

coming frame type, the frame is then delivered to the encapsulation or

decapsulation process inside the data plane. DBridges modify both en-

capsulation and decapsulation process, the former by adding support for

the floodless frame forwarding when the location of the destination host is

unknown (i.e., the MAC Table does not have an entry for the destination

MAC address), the latter by introducing the concept of frame redirection

in addition to the normal decapsulation process.
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DBridges introduce several new components to the data plane that sup-

port the one-hop DHT operation inside the TRILL campus. DHT pro-

cessing occurs in several logical components of the data plane; the figure

only show the processing interactions (i.e., what components interact with

DHT specific processing in the data plane). In addition, the control plane

also exports the computed DHT key space information to the “DHT rings”

component. DHT rings performs the one-hop lookups when the responsi-

ble DHT server information for a data element is needed. Finally, there’s

a set of DHT databases that hold the data elements that the DBridge is

responsible for storing. Note that location information can also be stored

in the MAC learning table.

3.6.1 DHT Information Database

The DHT information (i.e., the data elements for a given information pro-

tocol) is stored in a DHT information database on the forwarding plane.

What follows is a general description of the requirements for a DHT in-

formation database, and its functions.

The location information in the DHT servers can be stored in a sep-

arate database, or directly inside the MAC learning table. The former

option isolates the data from the rest of the data plane operation, while

the latter operation saves resources on the DBridge, and potentially of-

fers performance benefits if the DHT database is not impelmented using

a similarly performant resource as the typical MAC learning table (i.e.,

Content-Addressible Memory (CAM)). The DBridges prototype implemen-

tation extends the MAC learning table in the switch by introducing sev-

eral new fields for each MAC address stored in the table. For addressing

information, the DBridges prototype uses a separate database to hold the

data elements of each switch.

The DHT information database entries contain several fields in addition

to the data element key and value to support the one-hop DHT operation

inside a TRILL campus: an information type, the nickname of the DHT

server responsible for storing the information, and two timers relating

to DIDP that keep track of when the information was last updated by a

DIDP signaling message, and when the information was last seen from

its originator. In addition, specific information protocols may also include

fields in the database entries.

Currently, entries in a DHT information database can be Local, Stored,

Remote, or Default. Table 3.1 presents an overview of the information
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Type Protocol Entity role Communication

Remote Addressing, Location Client Client→server

Stored Addressing, Location Server Server→client

Default Location Client Client→client

Local Addressing, Location Server Server→client

Table 3.1. Information types, associated protocols, entity roles and communication pat-
terns.

types, the entity role associated with the information type, the DIDP com-

munication patterns, and the DIDP information protocols associated with

the type. For addressing information, the data element in the database

is the IPhost,MAChost tuple, extracted from various sources. For location

information, the database stores the MAChost, Nicknamedb data element,

that specifies the current location of the host inside the TRILL campus.

Remote information type is used for local information at a client DBr-

idge that is stored in a remote DHT server. The identifier of the remote

server is indicated by the additional field for DBridge server nickname.

Remote information is signaled by the client DBridges to the DHT server

responsible for storing the data element using Insert and Update DIDP

primitives. In some cases, the Delete primitive is also used when the

client DBridge can derive from link-layer or external signaling that the

information state for a host has been removed from the client DBridge.

Typical use for Delete primitives is when a host issues a DHCP Release

primitive, relasing its IP address.

Conversely, the Stored type is used by DBridge servers to indicate Re-

mote data elements stored in the DHT information database that are re-

ceived through the DIDP Insert and Update primitives from client DBrid-

ges. Stored addressing information is used by DBridge servers to generate

ARP replies to incoming requests from client DBridges. Stored location in-

formation has a dual role. First, it is used to relay the incoming TRILL

encapsulated data frames from client DBridges that are sent towards an

unknown destination (in terms of the client DBridge MAC learning table).

Secondly, it is also used to signal the correct location to the originating

client DBridge using the Redirect DIDP primitive.

Default type is exclusively used in conjunction with location informa-

tion that is updated by received DIDP frames (in the role of a client DBr-

idge), or conventional MAC learning during decapsulation process. As

DBridges only use conventional MAC learning of remote host locations
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for frames sent by routing bridges, the information is not signaled to a

DHT server. The information may be signaled to another client DBridge

using the Redirect primitive in conjunction with the frame redirection pro-

cess. Addressing information will never use the default information type,

as the data elements (i.e., information about remote hosts) are not cached

in the DHT information database at client DBridges.

Finally, the Local information type is reserved for DHT servers with lo-

cally attached hosts, when the server is responsible for storing the data

element for the host. For location information database, local data ele-

ments are only signaled to client DBridges using the Redirect primitive to

update stale or missing information in their DHT information database.

For addressing information, the DHT server replies to the ARP requests

directed to it through the DHT instance for the data element.

3.6.2 MAC Learning Table and Address Learning

DBridges modify the MAC address learning scheme described in the rout-

ing bridges standard. By default, routing bridges learn the location of re-

mote hosts through decapsulated data frames or ESADI. DBridges replace

ESADI with DIDP, however having two sources of remote location infor-

mation in the network may lead to contention between the two sources, if

information for the same host arrives at a DBridge in incorrect order.

To minimize the probability that location information from decapsu-

lated frames and DIDP frames leave the MAC learning table in invalid

state, DBridges conditionally disable learning from decapsulated frames.

Learning is disabled if the originating switch (i.e., the ingress nickname

in the TRILL header) is a DBridge. DBridge-to-DBridge communication

does not require learning the location of remote hosts from decapsulated

frames because DIDP information is triggered in all occasions where the

information in the local MAC learning table of the switch is incorrect.

3.6.3 Decapsulation and Encapsulation

DBridges change the decapsulation process described in the routing bridges

base protocol specification. As DBridges support redirection, each unicast

frame destined to a switch (i.e., the TRILL header egress nickname is

the nickname of the switch) requires an additional decision to either de-

capsulate the frame, or to redirect it to another switch inside the TRILL

campus.
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The decision is based on the stored location information for the destina-

tion MAC address of the native Ethernet frame. If the information states

that the host is attached to a local port of the switch, the frame will be

decapsulated. This is identical with the standard decapsulation process

described in the routing bridges base protocol specification. In contrast, if

the information states that the host is behind another DBridge, the frame

will go through the redirection process.

In addition to decapsulation, DBridges also modify the encapsulation

process of unicast native Ethernet frames described in the routing bridges

base protocol specification. Concretely, DBridges change the base proto-

col [111] Section 4.6.1.1, use case 4. Instead of flooding the native Ether-

net frame throughout the network, DBridges encapsulate it as a unicast

TRILL data frame, and send it towards the DHT server responsible for

storing the location information of the destination host.

3.6.4 Frame Redirection

DBridges introduce the concept of Ethernet frame redirection inside the

TRILL campus. The motivation for redirection is two-fold. First, it allows

DBridges to reduce the number of incorrectly decapsulated frames, when

the location information in the egress DBridge indicates that the host is

attached to another switch in the network. Secondly, redirection is also

used in conjunction with the floodless forwarding process, when the desti-

nation of a native Ethernet frame is unknown in the ingress DBridge. In

subsequent discussion, the floodless frame forwarding process is referred

to as relaying.

The redirection process changes the egress nickname of the TRILL hea-

der in the frame to the new destination switch in the network, based on

the current location information in the redirection switch. This explicitly

changes the behavior of the routing bridges standard as specified in Sec-

tion 3.7.1 of [111]. In addition, the hop-count of the TRILL header is not

reset during frame redirection. Keeping hop-count intact in the TRILL

frame guarantees that in case of a transient forwarding loop, the network

will not forward the frame infinitely. The redirection process is backwards

compatible with routing bridges, since the egress nickname of a TRILL

encapsulated data frame is not used as a source of location information

and the ingress nickname is unchanged. This allows routing bridges that

receive redirected frames to correctly decapsulate the frame and learn the

location of the source end-host.
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Figure 3.9. DBridges frame redirection process. Optimal path depicted with a thicker
dashed line.

Figure 3.9 presents an example of the redirection process using the un-

known destination forwarding use case. While the example involves a

DHT server (i.e., the switch that stores the location information of the

destination host), the process is identical in cases, where a client DBridge

updates the location information of another client DBridge.

(1) The ingress DBridge DB3 receives a native Ethernet frame from

host A with an unknown destination MAC address of host B. (2) Next,

DB3 looks up the DBridge server of host B in the DHT. The native Ether-

net frame is sent as a TRILL data frame from DB3 towards the DBridge

server DB2.

(3) When the TRILL Data frame arrives at DB2, a search is made on the

location information database for the DHT. An entry for host B is found,

causing the DBridge to relay the frame towards the egress DBridge DB1

for host B. The relaying process also changes the egress nickname of the

TRILL data frame to point to DB1. Furthermore, to minimize the number

of frames that traverse through the DHT server, (4) the location of host B

is signaled to the ingress DBridge using DIDP. Note that once the DIDP

frame arrives at DB3, it can directly send frames destined to host B using

the optimal path. (5) Upon arrival at DB1, the frame is decapsulated and

the native Ethernet frame is delivered on the output port where host B is

found based on the local MAC learning table.

The frame redirection process also signals the current location of the

host to the ingress DBridge. Concretely, the redirecting DBridge signals

the current location of the host to the ingress DBridge with a DIDP redi-
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rect message. The redirect message also enables frame redirection to the

current location of the host on the ingress DBridge. If the ingress DBridge

receives TRILL encapsulated frames for the host from other DBridges, it

will redirect them towards the current location of the host. Furthermore,

the ingress DBridge also signals the current location of the host back to

the DBridges that sent the TRILL encapsulated frames. If the host has

attached to multiple DBridges during its active lifetime in the network, it

can create a redirection chain inside the TRILL campus.

In redirection chains, the redirected frame travels through two or more

intermediate DBridges that each redirect the frame towards the current

location of the host inside the TRILL campus. Each individual DBridge

performs the redirection operation in isolation, including the signaling of

the current location of the host back to the ingress DBridge. This cre-

ates a chain of events, where the ingress DBridge receives multiple DIDP

redirect messages in rapid succession, each containing the “current loca-

tion” of the destination host in the network. In reality, the correct location

information is sent by the last DBridge on the redirection chain.

Redirection chains in conjunction with the SPF-based frame forwarding

inside the TRILL campus can create a sequence of events, where the or-

der of sent DIDP messages has changed when they arrive at the ingress

DBridge. There are two outcomes for the frame reordering. First, if the

reordering event occurs between intermediate location information, the

event has no effect on the location information of the destination host in

the originating DBridge, because the final DIDP redirection frame will

overwrite any previous changes. Secondly, if the reordering event occurs

between the final DIDP redirection frame and any of the previous frames,

the location information in the originating DBridge will be left in invalid

state.

The invlid state causes the ingress DBridge to send subsequent frames

to the destination host through a subset of the redirection chain, start-

ing from the intermediate DBridge whose DIDP redirection frame it re-

ceived as the final message in the redirection chain. Additionally, each

redirection event in a DBridge is associated with a timeout value that

suppresses signaling additional DIDP redirection frames to the ingress

DBridge within the timeout value. Once the timeout has elapsed, another

redirection frame will be sent towards the ingress DBridge, indicating

that the destination host has attached to another switch. This guarantees

eventual consistency for host location information throughout the TRILL
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campus.

3.6.5 Missing Information and the Silent Host Problem

The Ethernet link-layer does not mandate explicit signaling of attach-

ment state from hosts. This offers significant flexibility benefits for host

use cases, but can also lead to situations, where Ethernet networks have

“silent hosts”, i.e., hosts that only receive traffic. Additionally, as DBr-

idges learn the location and addressing information from frames sent by

hosts, the DHT instance during network boot up may be in a state where

some hosts have not communicated yet. As a result, DBridges must of-

fer a fall-back procedure when a data element (i.e., location or addressing

information) is missing from a DBridge server. This is typically not an is-

sue in enterprise networks or tightly controlled environments in general;

however, routing bridges are designed to function in “generic” Ethernet

networks, and the driving idea of DBridges is not to break the beneficial

aspects of the RBridges base protocol specification.

DBridges allow missing information in a DHT instance by reverting

back to conventional Ethernet broadcasting (i.e., ARP broadcasts, or un-

known destination flooding) for the related frames. This directly leads

to increased processing overhead in the network, as DBridges no longer

eliminate all frames that would otherwise be handled by the DHT system.

However, it also allows DBridges to retain the Ethernet plug-and-play

communication model in all situations.

Technically, whenever host address or location information is missing

on a DBridge server, it returns the frame back to the originating DBridge

that sent the frame to the server. The frame is also modified by the DBr-

idge server to indicate that it is return traffic from a failed DHT operation

by changing the ingress nickname of the TRILL header to a special value.

Once the originating DBridge receives the frame, it changes the frame to a

multi-destination TRILL Data frame, resets the TRILL header hop-count

and ingress nickname, and forwards it to the network.

Figure 3.10 presents an overview of the DHT miss operation during un-

known destination forwarding in TRILL campus. When host a (1) sends

a frame to host b, the ingress DBridge DB3 receives it. The MAC address

of b is not found locally, so the client DBridge computes the DHT server

of MACb with F (MACb) = DB2, and (2) encapsulates and forwards the

frame. The DBridge server DB2 receives the frame, but cannot find a loca-

tion information entry for the host. It (3) marks the encapsulated TRILL
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Figure 3.10. Handling unknown destination forwarding with missing information in
DHT.

Data frame as return traffic from a failed DHT query, and forwards it as

unicast back to the ingress DBridge. Upon receiving the frame, DB3 re-

encapsulates it as a multi-destination frame and floods it throughout the

network. Finally, the flooded frame is received by the destination DBridge

DB1 that decapsulates it and forwards it to host d.

The rationale for returning the related frame from DHT server back to

its originator is based on the functionality for multi-destination forward-

ing in the base routing bridges specification and ensuring backwards com-

patibility and incremental deployment with routing bridges. The specifi-

cation [111] states in Section 4.5.2:

When a multi-destination TRILL-encapsulated frame is received by an RBr-

idge, there are four checks performed, each of which may cause the frame to be

discarded:

...

2. RPF Check: Another technique used by RBridges for avoiding temporary

multicast loops during topology changes is the Reverse Path Forwarding Check.

It involves checking that a multi-destination frame, based on the tree and the

ingress RBridge, arrives from the expected link. RBridges MUST drop multi-

destination frames that fail the RPF check.

The straightforward solution for the fallback behavior of DBridges when

the information is missing in the DHT server would be to directly broad-

cast the frame from the server itself. However, in addition to the RPF

check that would potentially discard the frame in many transit switches

inside the TRILL campus, it would also break compatibility with normal

MAC learning process in routing bridges. Broadcasting from the DHT
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server would set the ingress nickname field in the TRILL encapsulated

frame to the nickname of the server, and consequently overwrite the cor-

rect location information for the source host of the native Ethernet frame.

3.6.6 Network-Layer Address Resolution

The majority of multi-destination Ethernet traffic in IPv4-based networks

is generated by the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) that allows hosts to

map network-layer addresses to corresponding link-layer addresses. The

volume of ARP traffic in Ethernet networks is heavily influenced by the

traffic patterns. If the majority of host communication occurs between

IP subnets, the only destination link-layer address the host requires is

the network-layer gateway MAC address. In contrast, in peer-to-peer-like

traffic patterns, individual hosts must resolve significant numbers of peer

IP addresses to link-layer addresses.

ARP broadcasting is minimized by DBridges using the DHT instance as

a distributed mapping table. ARP requests are sent to the DHT server

responsible for storing the targeted information (i.e., the IP, MAC com-

bination), where the request is processed and a reply is generated. The

reply is targeted directly at the originating host and transported through

the network as a normal TRILL encapsulated data frame.

In contrast with the location information service, the address resolution

does not cache any remote information in the client DBridges. Each ARP

request is always forwarded to the responsible DHT server that replies to

it. This significantly simplifies the address resolution process in DBridges

at the expense of increased signaling traffic in the network and processing

in the DHT servers.

Figure 3.11 presents an overview of the mechanism, where (1) an incom-

ing ARP request from host A triggers the edge DBridge DB3 to look up the

DHT server base on the key (an IP address) of the requested IPB → MAC?

mapping. The destination MAC address of the ARP request is changed

to a MAC address of DBridge DB2 (advertised in the link-state protocol

messages of the switch), holding the IPb → MAC? information to ensure

that the switch locally processes the decapsulated frame. The frame is

then (2) encapsulated normally as a unicast TRILL Data frame and for-

warded towards DBridge DB2. When the ARP request is received by DB2,

the frame will be decapsulated and processed locally. The processing will

search the local addressing information database for a matching entry for

the requested IPB and finding that, (3) the DBridge generates an ARP
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Figure 3.11. MAC address resolution using the DBridges layer 3 address resolution func-
tionality.

reply on behalf of the host B. The generated reply is then encapsulated as

a normal TRILL Data frame and forwarded towards the source DBridge

of the originating request, namely DB3. Upon arrival, DB3 will process

the received reply as a normal TRILL Data frame, (4) decapsulating and

forwarding it as a native Ethernet frame to host A.

Augmenting the broadcast-based address resolution with DBridges has

some effects on specific features of the address resolution process, namely

unknown mappings (i.e., information missing from the DHT instance) and

IP address conflicts. These changes are transparent to hosts using the ad-

dress resolution service. In addition, suppressing ARP broadcasts in the

network can also introduce regressions in the functionality, for example

when ARP announcements are used to inform other hosts in the system

about a MAC address change.

In situations where the IP → MAC mapping is not found on the DHT

server (e.g., the IP address is unused, or the host using the IP address

has never emitted an ARP request), the fallback procedured for missing

information in the DHT server is used. This ensures the transparent

operation of our changes with the address resolution protocol and offers

a fallback mechanism if there are any silent hosts in the network. The

fallback procedure for the address resolution causes the DHT server to

return the unicast ARP request to the originator client DBridge, where it

is transformed into a multi-destination TRILL encapsulated data frame

and broadcast over the whole network.
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DBridges address resolution process affects the IPv4 address conflict

resolution [23] due to the removal of ARP-based broadcasting in the net-

work. The conflict detection and resolution is based on active probing,

announcement of end-host addresses and passive monitoring of address

conflicts in ARP requests.

Probing allows hosts to query the use of an IPv4 address in the net-

work before taking it into use. The probes use a specially crafted ARP

request frames, where only the target protocol address, and source hard-

ware address fields are filled. DBridges can encapsulate probes normally

and send them towards the destination DBridge holding the IP → MAC

mapping. However, instead of broadcasting the probe if the mapping is

not found, the DBridge server silently drops the request. This ensures

that the host originating the probe will not receive a response to it, and

will correctly interpret that the address is currently not in use. If the ad-

dress is already in use (i.e., the DHT server has an entry for it), the server

replies to the probe normally, which will signal an address conflict to the

originating host. Subsequently, the originating host may begin the conflict

resolution that sends broadcast ARP announcements to the network.

Some ARP replies can also be sent as link-layer broadcasts, for example

when IPv4 Link-local addresses [24] are being used. This behavior can

optionally be supported by DBridges, so that when a DHT server sees a

request to a link-local MAC address, the reply it generates is encapsulated

as a TRILL encapsulated multi-destination frame that is delivered to the

whole network.

IP-to-MAC mappings are derived from multiple different sources in DBr-

idges. The prototype implements snooping from ARP requests and an-

nouncements as well as from DHCP acquirement messages. Any MAC

address update to an IP → MAC mapping (signaled through DIDP) in a

DBridge server, where the mapping already exists and the MAC address

changes may be an indication of an address conflict. If a host changes its

IP address, but retains the MAC address, the address resolution system

would either create a new data element on the responsible DBridge server

if the IP address was a previously unused one, or potentially change the

MAC address for an existing IP → MAC mapping, resulting in a poten-

tial address conflict.

To retain the passive monitoring of address conflicts in hosts, the DBr-

idge server with the conflicting IP → MAC mapping creates a unicast

ARP announcement, encapsulates it as a TRILL Data frame and sends it
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towards the host with the overwritten MAC address. The host in turn will

interpret the ARP announcement with processing rules specified in [24],

potentially sending its own announcement to defend its use of the IP ad-

dress. Note that if the server has no host service or the old MAC address

is behind an unknown host, the server will use the location information

DHT instance to relay the frame to its destination.

These mechanisms should adequately guarantee the correct function-

ality of the address conflict resolution protocol when there are two hosts

with the same network-layer addressing information. Any more than that

and the unicast ARP announcements to trigger passive conflict detection

in the hosts will become unreliable. This could be circumvented by keep-

ing conflict state on the DBridge servers at the cost of increased resource

usage and processing complexity.

While the address resolution mechanisms discussed above are written

from the perspective of IPv4, similar mechanisms can be used in conjunc-

tion with the newer Internet Protocol, IPv6. The principles of network-

layer to link-layer address resolution are identical in IPv6 [103]. When

performing an address resolution, an IPv6-enabled host will send a Neigh-

bor Solicitation multi-destination frame into the network. This frame

can be intercepted by the attached DBridge client. Based on the target

network-layer address, the client can forward the frame to the correct

DBridge server as a unicast Ethernet frame. The DBridge server can

then reply with a unicast Neighbor Solicitation message for the targeted

address on behalf of the end-host.

Note that it can be expected that the address resolution protocol in IPv6

results in less multi-destination traffic than ARP, because the frames are

no longer sent to all hosts in the network (i.e., broadcast). Instead, the

frames are sent to a solicited-node multicast address [51]. This allows

switches to deliver the frames on multi-destination distribution trees that

are pruned based on network-layer information.

3.6.7 Deferred Signaling

Redirection chains have two effects on the network signaling and host

service robustness. First, the more frequent and longer the redirection

chains in the network are, the higher the probability that the location in-

formation state for a given host in a DBridge is invalid due to DIDP frame

reordering. This directly leads to temporary unoptimal frame forwarding

and increased signaling. Secondly, redirection chains themselves increase
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the signaling overhead in the network. To alleviate these issues, DBridges

also support a system where the current location information of a host is

signaled back to the ingress DBridge only by the switch that decapsulates

the frame. This feature is called deferred signaling.

Deferred signaling is used in conjunction with frame redirection. When

the originating frame is redirected for the first time, a flag indicating the

redirection status of the frame is set in the TRILL encapsulation header.

Subsequent intermediate switches participating in the redirection chain

examine the state of the flag, and upon finding it enabled, suppress the

DIDP signaling back to the ingress DBridge. When the redirected frame

arrives at the end of the redirection chain, the egress DBridge examines

the deferred status flag in the TRILL encapsulation header, and upon

finding it enabled, sends the redirection message.

All DBridges in the TRILL campus must agree to either enable or dis-

able the deferred signaling option. Consensus can be reached through the

link-state protocol, or through manual configuration by the network op-

erator. If the option state is not homogeneous, the network might leave

location information in client DBridges in inconsistent state, depending

on the state of the option in the switches that participate in redirection

chains. As an example, if deferred signaling is disabled on the egress DBr-

idge, but enabled on all intermediate DBridges, DIDP redirection frames

will not be sent back to the ingress DBridge. End-host service will still

continue, but the path will not use the shortest path between the ingress

and egress DBridges inside the TRILL campus.

There are two ways to implement the deferred signaling flag in the

TRILL encapsulation header. The first option is to use one of the reserved

bit-fields in the TRILL header that are transparently copied on transit

switches. This guarantees that the deferred bit status is unchanged when

the frame travels through intermediate routing bridges in a mixed net-

work. In addition, using the reserved bit-space in the mandatory TRILL

header gives a higher guarantee that the information is transmitted un-

changed throughout the network, compared to the next available option.

Allocation of the reserved bit requires IETF Standards Action, and adjust-

ing the TRILL header itself may require a version change. A TRILL hea-

der version change would break compatibility with (lower version) rout-

ing bridges, and DBridges without explicit support for deferred signaling.

Additionally, there were originally only two reserved bits in the TRILL

encapsulation header, and recent work on fault management support in
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routing bridges [130] has reserved one of them, leaving only a single bit

available.

The other option is to use a Critical Ingress-to-Egress TRILL header op-

tion [37]. This adds an extra 4 octets of information to redirected frames;

however, it allows both transit RBridges and DBridges to forward the

frames to the egress DBridge intact. Critical Ingress-to-Egress options

are only processed by the end-points of the forwarding path, and as such

it would be guaranteed to function in any transit device supporting TRILL

encapsulation, because the specification mandates that each device must

be able to forward the contents of the TRILL header options intact. In

contrast to the first option, including the flag in the options header adds

a minimum of 4 octets of overhead into the forwarded frames, and it may

also have an effect on frame forwarding performance.

3.7 Incremental Deployment and Hetereogeneous Networks

In heterogeneous Ethernet networks that potentially contain STP-based

switches, routing bridges, and DBridges, the DBridges system design must

offer service for hosts that are attached to any of the three switch types.

The hosts behind STP-based switches are handled identically with rout-

ing bridges and DBridges, i.e., they are part of a multi-access Ethernet

network, attached to a single switch port. The traffic between routing

bridges and DBridges requires specialized processing.

The functionality of DBridges can be viewed from two different perspec-

tives. First, routing bridges must be able to forward traffic to DBridges.

Secondly, DBridges must be aware of routing bridges in the network to

forward traffic efficiently to them. There are several features in the DBr-

idges system design that guarantees this.

1. DBridges and routing bridges share the forwarding plane frame format

and the link-state protocol,

2. DBridges do not change the information contents of TRILL encapsula-

tion where it relates to frame forwarding,

3. DBridges provide fallback broadcasting service, if the related informa-

tion is not found in the one-hop DHT, and
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4. DBridges know what switches are routing bridges and what switches

are DBridges.

These features let DBridges be aware of routing bridges in the network,

and adjust their forwarding behavior when the targeted frame is sent to

a host attached to a routing bridges. There are two facets of the system

design, where the awareness of switch type is necessary.

First, DBridges disable conventional MAC learning in homogeneous net-

works. However, in mixed networks they must be able to conditionally

learn the locations of hosts attached to routing bridges. Otherwise, all

traffic from hosts attached to DBridges to hosts attached to routing bridges

would first go to a DBridge server, only to be instantly returned for fall-

back broadcasting, because the server does not have a location informa-

tion entry for the destination host.

Secondly, DHT-related signaling emitted by DBridges should not be sent

to routing bridges, because it is wasted traffic. Any DIDP frames received

by routing bridges will be automatically discarded because the switch will

not recognize the protocol. Because routing bridges do not advertise a

valid MAC address to send DIDP traffic to in their link-state protocol

messages, DBridges will never attempt to emit DIDP frames to routing

bridges.

Finally, mixed networks affect the efficiency of the one-hop DHT. As

routing bridges do not participate in the DHT system, both the unknown

destination forwarding and address resolution processes are not usable

for traffic that flows from an ingress DBridge to an egress routing bridge.

The problem is that in both cases, there is no available information in the

ingress DBridge to make a decision whether to use the DHT. For loca-

tion information, the destination is unknown so there is no way to infer

its potential location in the network without querying it from the server.

Similarly, as DBridges do not cache addressing information, they cannot

know a priori if the destination host is attached to a DBridge and thus

its IP → MAC mapping is found in the one-hop DHT. As a result, DBrid-

ges in mixed networks will generate fallback broadcasting for every frame

destined to a host attached to a routing bridge, increasing the overhead of

the network, both in terms of processing on the DHT servers and network-

wide signaling.
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3.8 Summary

The IETF-driven RBridges solve or simplify many of the issues associated

with conventional STP-based networks. SPF-based forwarding offers bet-

ter link utilization than spanning trees, an encapsulation scheme allows

core switches to avoid forwarding state explosion associated with large

Ethernet segments, and the inclusion of a hop-count in the encapsula-

tion header offers improved safety against transient forwarding loops and

their consequences. What routing bridges do not offer is a mechanism to

mitigate the prolific flooding in Ethernet networks, caused by the Ether-

net link-layer communication model and higher layer protocols such as

ARP.

DBridges set out to resolve the scalability issue created by the broad-

casting by introducing a one-hop DHT overlay on top of the RBridges

standard. DBridges are designed to be drop-in replacements for existing

Ethernet networks, providing backwards compatibility with both RBrid-

ges and conventional STP-based switches. With the DHT overlay, DBr-

idges can eliminate most broadcasting from the network, removing an

important obstacle when considering larger Ethernet network segments.

In addition, the overlay is simultaneously used to improve resource effi-

ciency in network switches and to provide better service for mobile hosts

directly on the link-layer.
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4. Experimental Evaluation

The experimental evaluation of DBridges is concentrated on the system

design, verifying its behavior in two different categories. The first cat-

egory analyzes its performance in terms of scalability in the Ethernet

network, and the second category analyzes various aspects of link-layer

mobility. The primary focus on the verification is in the adoption of the

one-hop DHT scheme and its correct operation in Ethernet networks un-

der varying conditions.

This chapter is structured as follows. First, an overview of the eval-

uation environment is given, including topologies, baseline traffic and

mobility models, and the prototype implementation architecture. Next,

some scalability characteristics based on the experimental evaluation are

presented, and their effect discussed. Then, the effect of incremental de-

ployment in mixed RBridge–DBridge networks is discussed in terms of

network signaling, followed by a discussion of the effects of link-layer mo-

bility on the system design and network signaling. Finally, the discussion

ends with a brief analysis of the performance characteristics of the proto-

type implementation, contrasting them to a STP-based bridging solution

under identically performant hardware configuration.

4.1 Evaluation Environment

The environment used throughout the experimental evaluation consists

of a server that hosts a set of virtual machines. Figure 4.1 presents a

high level overview of the evaluation environment. The virtual machines

represent edge and core switches in a topology, and are configured to cre-

ate virtual network topologies where end-hosts communicate with each

other in different configurations. Edge switches have end-hosts attached

to them through an access port, and core switches only connect to other
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Figure 4.1. Evaluation environment architecture.

switches. The end-hosts in the network are emulated with network sim-

ulator 3 (ns-3) [106], using the real time simulation model. Each virtual

machine runs software-based control and data plane implementations of

the switch. More information about the evaluation environment can be

found in Publications V and VI.

The control plane for RBridges and DBridges is implemented as an ex-

tension to the Quagga routing suite [113]. The control plane is based on

the OpenSolaris version of the TRILL control plane [108], modified to sup-

port DBridges-related functionality and Linux-based operating systems.

The data plane is implemented as a set of modules for the Click modular

router [87].

Finally, the ns-3 process generates flows by creating virtual hosts that

communicate with each other through the virtual network. Each host im-

plements a full Internet stack and simplistic application-layer protocols

for data exchange on top of UDP or TCP. Hosts are initially divided into

equally sized groups inside the virtual network topology. As the through-

put of the network as a whole is not under study, the flows send only small

frames as either uniformly random or fixed intervals for the duration of

the flow.

4.1.1 Topologies

Two topologies were used in the experimental evaluation to characterize

the network. The first, a “canonical” example [4] of a spanning tree-based

data center network is depicted in Figure 4.2. In the figure, the network

is divided into core, aggregation, and access layers. Core layer offers con-

nectivity to external networks and acts as the root of the spanning trees.
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Aggregation layer is typically the intra-service layer, and also in current

solutions it also typically the access layer into separate Ethernet network

segments. Finally, the access layer is the top of the rack switches, con-

necting the end-hosts to the DCN. To increase resiliency in the network,

all access layer switches connect to two aggregation layer switches, and

all aggregation layer switches connect to all core switches. In the evalu-

ation, DBridge servers (DB server) are located on the aggregation layer

switches, while the access layer switches all act as DBridge clients in the

related tests.

The second topology represents a larger Ethernet network with a more

unstructured topology. It is based on the EBONE topological data from

Rocketfuel [120] that is post-processed to build a simplified model where

multiple devices in the same city are merged as a single device. The

simplified topology is presented in Figure 4.3, with link capacities (i.e.,

weights in the data) represented as the thickness of the line. In the fig-

ure, each device also has an access port where end-hosts connect to the

network.

4.1.2 Traffic Modeling

The experimental evaluation uses various traffic models to represent typ-

ical data-center traffic for different types of applications. For the evalua-

tion of scalability, two primary traffic models are used.

The first, a peer-to-peer traffic model represents applications where each

host may connect to a large number of other hosts in the network to com-

plete a distributed work request [31]. Concretely, the distribution of work

for hosts in the experimental evaluation is based on studies in the behav-

ior of data center traffic matrices [82, 14, 13, 44] under different applica-

tions.

The second traffic model loosely represents a data center with web-
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Figure 4.3. Experimental evaluation EBONE network topology. Link weights in relation
to thickness of line. DBridge servers (where applicable) labeled with “S”.

servers and various other backend services. The incoming requests from

the external network are routed to a set of web-servers inside the data

center (represented by a set of hosts). Web servers in turn perform re-

quests both to other intra-rack hosts, and to hosts located in other racks

inside the data center. The model is roughly based on the work in [35, 10]

that studies various characteristics of web service requests in a provider

network.

The experimental evaluation of mobility requires different kinds of traf-

fic models to evaluate the effect of mobility on the network and the hosts.

The baseline traffic model is based on network traces of a mobile operator

network. The model creates downstream-heavy TCP flows from the mo-

bile hosts to a small number of static hosts in the network. Next, the peer-

to-peer traffic model is also used to determine signaling-related scalability

characteristics in the network, when the hosts are mobile. Finally, a third,

“synthetic” traffic model is used to evaluate the convergence characteris-

tics of the network. More information about the specific traffic models and

methodology can be found in publications V and VI. Table 4.1 summarizes

the traffic models used throughout the evaluation.

4.1.3 Mobility Modeling

The mobility model for the experimental evaluation is based on data gath-

ered by the Netradar project [133]. Netradar collects, among other things,
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Table 4.1. Evaluation traffic model characteristics.

Traffic model Traffic matrix Communicating pairs

Peer-to-peer Unicast many-to-many hosts ∗ (hosts− 1)

Web-service Unicast many-to-pair hosts ∗ 2
Downstream Unicast many-to-few hosts ∗ 5
Synthetic (convergence) Unicast one-to-one 2 ∗ hosts
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Figure 4.4. Mobility model handover interval distribution. Empirical distribution as a
histogram, theoretical lognormal distribution as a red line. Data fit into bins
of 1 second.

mobile device handover information that is used in this experimental

evaluation to create a rough model of the host mobility frequency in the

network. The resulting handover frequency distribution is combined with

a topology-aware mobility model, where each mobility event in the virtual

network selects the destination switch based on a uniform distribution

of all the switches that are directly connected to the originating switch.

Figure 4.4 presents the empirical data as a histogram, and the theoret-

ical distribution based on it as a red line. More information about the

distribution fitting process can be found in Publication VI.

Ethernet mandates no link-layer event when a host attaches or detaches

itself to a network. In specific cases (e.g., Wireless LANs, virtualized en-

vironments), explicit attachment and detachment information can be ob-

served through external mechanisms. The experimental evaluation ex-

plores both cases by first defining “host-based signaling” to correspond

with the standard Ethernet, where the link-layer has no signaling to

detect host attachment/detachment. The latter, “explicit signaling” use

case is emulated for the hosts by issuing ARP announcement frames into
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Figure 4.5. Time series of network event frequency with data center-like topology using
static hosts and the peer-to-peer traffic model. Y-axis in log10 scale.

the network when a mobile host finishes its attachment process to a new

switch.

4.2 Scalability of Ethernet Networks

Scalability of Ethernet networks can be defined from multiple perspec-

tives, such as bandwidth, number of active hosts in an Ethernet segment,

resource efficiency (e.g., forwarding tables) on switches, or signaling on a

network-wide scale. The experimental evaluation of DBridges in relation

to scalability of Ethernet networks concentrates on two things.

DBridges reduce the two primary sources of flooding from the Ether-

net network, namely unknown destination Ethernet frames, and ARP re-

quests. The practical elimination of these two forms of broadcasting af-

fects several scalability characteristics. First, the reduced flooding in the

network significantly reduces the amount of Ethernet network-wide sig-

naling traffic, requiring end-hosts and switches to process fewer frames.

Secondly, reduction in broadcasting allows edge switches to include fewer

entries in their MAC learning tables, increasing both the resource effi-

ciency on the nodes, as well as the number of active hosts in the network.
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4.2.1 Signaling

Figure 4.5 presents the characteristics of various signaling traffic sources

in the network as a time series over the full duration of the test in net-

work with fully deployed RBridges or DBridges. In the figure, signaling

traffic is categorized into three different groups. Host broadcasting repre-

sents the broadcast traffic generated by end-hosts in the network. This is

exclusively ARP request traffic that the host network stack generates to

map IP addresses to link-layer MAC addresses. Host Ethernet frames are

only received on the access (e.g., “edge”) switches in the network. Next,

RBridge and DBridge broadcasting represents the TRILL encapsulated

multi-destination frames that traverse the network. For RBridges, this

traffic is fully generated by host broadcasting, while for DBridges it is a

result of the one-hop DHT lacking information for a specific location or ad-

dress information request. Finally, DHT signaling represents the DIDP

traffic traversing the topology.

The figure can be divided into two distinct phases. Approximately the

first 120 seconds of the test case is spent in “bootstrap” phase, where the

hosts are initiating connections to each other for the first time. After

roughly 120 seconds, the test transitions into a steady-state, where all

switches know the locations of all hosts in the network.

The behavior of routing bridges is uniform throughout both phases. The

ARP requests generated by the hosts very quickly populate the MAC

learning tables of the switches in the network, and the constant work load

from the traffic model keeps the ARP request pressure steady throughout

the test.

DBridges exhibit different behavior during the bootstrap phase, and the

steady state. First, during the bootstrapping process, not all information

can be found in the one-hop DHT. The lack of information presents itself

as a very short burst of TRILL encapsulated broadcasting at the start of

the phase (roughly 20 seconds). The DHT signaling also sees steady de-

cline during the bootstrap process, as more and more addressing informa-

tion (based on the intercepted ARP requests) is populated to the one-hop

DHT by the edge DBridges. In steady state, DHT signaling only occurs in-

termittently (approximately every 200 seconds) to refresh the addressing

information mappings in the one-hop DHT.

Table 4.2 presents the average and maximum network-wide event gen-

eration over the whole test duration. Host broadcasting (i.e., ARP re-
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Table 4.2. Mean and max amounts of network-wide events per second in Figure 4.5 over
the full duration of the test.

Architecture Host broadcast TRILL broadcast DHT signaling

RBridge 254 / 395 3511 / 5457 0

DBridge 251 / 425 4.8 / 309 11.7 / 340

quest generation) in both tests are near identical, with slight variation

caused by timing issues in the ns-3 real-time simulation model, the vir-

tual machines, and the data analysis. The ARP request event rate is then

translated into TRILL encapsulated broadcasting. In the case of routing

bridges, the mean rate is at 3511 events per second in the network, peak-

ing at over 5400 events per second. As can be seen from Figure 4.5, the

mean rate stays relatively static across the whole test duration.

In contrast, DBridges only exhibit broadcasting at the bootstrap phase.

In the end, over the full test duration the broadcasting is at approximately

5 events per second, three orders of magnitude (or 99.8%) less than rout-

ing bridges. During the early bootstrap phase, the maximum broadcast-

ing rate reaches as high as 300 events per second, still staying an order

of magnitude lower than routing bridges. After the one-hop DHT is popu-

lated with location and addressing information, the DHT signaling in the

network replaces TRILL encapsulated broadcasting with routing bridges.

Over the full test duration, DHT signaling reaches an average network-

wide event rate of approximately 12 events per second, with a maximum

rate seen during the bootstrap phase of 340 events per second. In total,

DBridges eliminate 99.7% of all ARP request and unknown destination

related flooding from the network. At the same time, the DBridge servers

see increased processing requirements, as ARP requests are distributed

among them based on the one-hop DHT. In practice, as networks are very

rarely reset, and in many situations are very static, the steady state re-

sults increase the reduction even further.

4.2.2 Resource Efficiency

Forwarding tables (i.e., MAC learning tables) in conventional Ethernet

switches have limited space, typically ranging from a few thousand en-

tries in low-end hardware to hundreds of thousands of entries at the

high-end. As conventional Ethernet is very broadcast prone due to ARP

and other higher-layer protocols, forwarding tables quickly fill up with en-

tries. This is often called “forwarding table state explosion” in literature,
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i.e., the entries in the forwarding table increases with the number of ac-

tive hosts in the network. When forwarding tables fill up, STP bridges

(802.1d) may perform various operations to handle the overload state,

ranging from not learning new addresses, to discarding existing entries

from the forwarding table. During overload, the network will begin is-

suing flooded unknown destination Ethernet frames from the overloaded

switches because they no longer know the location of all active hosts in

the network.

Routing bridges remove the forwarding table state explosion from core

switches by forwarding frames based on TRILL nicknames, completely

eliminating the need to perform any MAC learning. However, on the edges

of the network where hosts attach, the MAC learning table is still present

and grows identically to STP-based switches.

DBridges change the unknown destination flooding to a relaying pro-

cess, where the frames are forwarded through an intermediate switch (a

DBridge server) to their destination. If presumed that DBridge servers

are more powerful devices than the edge switches, then DBridges can im-

prove the behavior of the network when edge forwarding tables are full.

If the resources in DBridge servers are exhausted, they incur a slightly

higher overhead in the network because of the fallback broadcasting pro-

cess.

DBridges improve the use of switch and network resources in two ways.

First, as most broadcast is eliminated from the network, the forwarding

tables in switches on average only contain entries that are related to a

pair of hosts communicating with each other through the switch. Sec-

ondly, if the forwarding table in the edge switch does get overloaded, the

switch will start propagating more frames through the DBridge servers

in the network. This propagation reduces flooding at the cost of increased

processing in the relaying servers.

The unknown destination forwarding process for DBridges allows net-

work operators to aggressively age out remote end-host forwarding table

entries in client DBridges, reducing the average fill level of the forward-

ing table in many traffic matrices. Figure 4.6 presents the mean fill level

of fowarding tables in edge DBridges using both peer-to-peer and web ser-

vice traffic models, and both data center and EBONE topologies.

The fill level in the figure is defined as the ratio between the average

number of entries in the forwarding tables of the edge devices and the to-

tal number of unique host MAC addresses in the network. In the case of
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Figure 4.6. Forwarding table fill level in DBridges using peer-to-peer and web service
traffic models.

the data center topology, each edge switch has 40 (i.e., 400 hosts
10 edge switch ) hosts

permanently attached, while in the EBone topology, each edge switch has

17 to 18 hosts (i.e., 400 hosts
23 edge switch ). This results in a baseline fill level per

edge switch of 10% and approximately 4.3%, respectively. In addition,

DBridges prototype implementation stores location information entries of

DHT servers in the forwarding tables. This further increases the base-

line fill level of edge switches that also act as DHT servers in the EBONE

topology by approximately 400 hosts −17.4 local hosts
5 DHT servers ≈ 76.5 entries, meaning

a fill level of 76.5 entries+17.4 local hosts
400 hosts ≈ 23.5% on the DHT servers. Aver-

aged over all edge switches, this results in a baseline fill level of approx-

imately 8.5% in the EBONE topology, which is also represented in the

figure at the ageing timer value of 0.

As can be seen from the figure, the behavior of the forwarding table

growth as a function of ageing timer is relatively independent of the traffic

model and topology. This is natural, as active entries (i.e., communication

pairs) in the network typically have bidirectional traffic, keeping entries

in the forwarding table alive until the flow ends. Once the flow has ended,

the ageing timer determines how quickly the entry is invalidated in the

forwarding table.

The average fill level of edge switch forwarding tables is governed pri-

marily by the number of hosts connected to the edge switch. The less

hosts attached to a switch, the lower the baseline fill level is. In addi-

tion, the smaller number of hosts attached to a switch means that there
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Figure 4.7. Relaying operations on DBridge servers using peer-to-peer and web service
traffic models.

are fewer communicating host pairs associated with the switch, requiring

less transient (i.e., remote) location information in the forwarding table.

Based on the figure, a relatively aggressive forwarding table ageing

timer value of 10 seconds will reduce the average fill level of the table

to half of the maximum potential fill level. This in turn suggests that

DBridge edge switches could support a higher number of active hosts in

the network without degenerating into a state where the forwarding table

state explosion on the edge switches will begin generating flooded traffic

in the network.

The cost of aggressive forwarding table ageing timer is increased num-

ber of relaying operations on the DBridge servers in the network. Fig-

ure 4.7 presents the average number of relaying operations per second

the DBridge servers in the network topology must process when the for-

warding table ageing timeout is increased.

With no caching of remote location entries in the edge switch forward-

ing tables (i.e., an ageing timer of 0 seconds), each DBridge server in the

test processes approximately 2700 relaying operations per second. Con-

cretely, disabling the caching of remote location entries in the edge swit-

ches causes every end-host sourced Ethernet frame to traverse through

the DBridge servers in the network. As the experimental evaluation is

not focused on the throughput improvements offered by the capabilities

in routing bridges, the number of frames sent during the tests is artifi-

cially low. The host-sourced frame interarrival times on edge switches
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in modern networks are such that this will almost certainly overload the

DHT servers, resulting in service disruption.

By increasing the forwarding table ageing timer, the frequency of relay-

ing operations decreases. The decrease is similarly independent of topol-

ogy and traffic model as the growth of fill level in Figure 4.6. EBONE

topology also sees a more gradual decline in the frequency than the data

center topology, also correlating with the lower fill level of the forwarding

table. In addition, the frequency of relaying operations is typically inde-

pendent of the throughput of the network, as most applications or trans-

port protocols have a bidirectional flow between peers. In practical terms,

as long as the bidirectional flow emits a frame from both peers during

the forwarding table ageing timer, neither party will require a relaying

operation.

Continuing with the choice of a forwarding table ageing timer of 10 sec-

onds, each of the 5 DHT servers in both topologies handle roughly 100

relaying operations per second, which seems reasonable considering the

benefits on the average fill level of the forwarding tables. Moreover, in-

creasing DBridge servers in the network would also reduce the average

number of relaying operations per second per server.

4.2.3 Summary

In summary, DBridges eliminate network-wide broadcasting sources from

the network. Broadcast ARP requests are intercepted at edge switches

and transformed to unicast ARP requests, sent to DHT servers in the net-

work topology. Unknown destination Ethernet frames are relayed through

a DHT server to the correct destination switch. In practice, broadcasting

from the two major sources in Ethernet networks is eliminated completely

in a “steady-state” network, where all end-hosts are active, leaving the

primary source of broadcasting to occur during the bootstrap phase of the

network, when the DHT information is not yet populated. The benefits

of the one-hop DHT system are independent of the network topology and

the traffic model.

DBridges also allow edge switches to increase the number of active end-

hosts attached to them by roughly a factor of two. This is realized through

aggressive elimination of remote end-host location information from the

edge switch forwarding tables. Depending on the traffic model, a timeout

of as low as 10 seconds can be used to reduce the average fill level of the

switch forwarding table by 50% at the cost of increased processing in the
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Figure 4.8. Network-wide event frequency in mixed networks using the peer-to-peer traf-
fic model.

DHT servers storing the location information.

DBridges have also been evaluated in conditions where the network is

behaving abnormally. Abnormal events include the failure of a switch, or

the exhaustion of the DHT server resources. The analysis does not di-

rectly relate to the themes presented in this thesis, and as such, is scoped

out of the discussion herein. It can be found in Publication V, including

a projected signaling comparison between RBridges and DBridges when

the number of active end-hosts in the network exceeds the limits of what

the evaluation environment is able to support.

4.3 Incremental Deployment

DBridges can be deployed to an already existing Ethernet network. They

transparently interconnect with routing bridges, and also perform the

same STP domain isolation as routing bridges. Each installed DBridge

after the first one will reduce the signaling traffic in the network, as long

as at least one of the deployed switches acts as a DHT server. The amount

of traffic reduced is dependent on the number of hosts attached to DBrid-

ges, compared to the total number of active hosts in the network, and the

traffic matrix of the overall network.

Figure 4.8 presents the network event frequency as a function of the

number of DBridges deployed to a network topology. As can be seen from

the figure, each added DBridge reduces the TRILL encapsulated broad-
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casting in the network. As the network becomes fully deployed with DBr-

idges, the network-wide event frequency reduces to the same values as

presented in Table 4.2.

4.4 Link-Layer Mobility

Host mobility in Ethernet networks at its core is a best-effort process.

The wired Ethernet link-layer and signaling offers no explicit control of

the attachment state of the host. In other words, Ethernet can suffer from

a “silent host” problem, where the host in pathological cases may only re-

ceive traffic. In these cases, the only way to reach the host is through

flooding, or explicit configuration of the network. Explicit control of at-

tachment state can be done through various means, such as specific port

protocols (802.1X [64]), various wireless related Ethernet standards, or

specific protocols that handle network handovers [60].

The design goal of DBridges is to improve some pathological cases in

end-host mobility, that may lead to extended periods of end-host service

disruption. At the same time, leveraging the location information stored

in the one-hop DHT allows DBridges to eliminate broadcasting associated

with end-host mobility on the link-layer. In conventional (e.g., STP-based)

Ethernet networks, host mobility is most commonly used in virtualization

environments that support live migration of virtual machines. Each live

migration typically generates an ARP announcement that is broadcast

throughout the network. As the broadcast frame traverses the network, it

automatically repairs the switch forwarding tables, updating the current

location of the mobile host. DBridges eliminate the ARP announcements,

and instead update the location information in the one-hop DHT.

DBridges are evaluated and compared from several different perspec-

tives relating to host mobility. First, DBridges reduce the network-wide

signaling related to host mobility, while still retaining a similar or in some

cases, better end-host service level. Secondly, DBridges also significantly

improve end-host service in networks that do not include additional ex-

plicit signaling after each mobility event.

4.4.1 Signaling

The typical process to repair forwarding tables in Ethernet networks is to

issue an ARP announcement to the network, when the host attaches to
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Figure 4.9. Average network-wide signaling events per second in the EBone topology us-
ing downstream traffic model and explicit signaling.

a switch. Many computer operating systems may do this automatically

when a cable is plugged into the Ethernet port, or when the link tran-

sitions from down state to up. Additionally, the virtualization controller

(i.e., hypervisor) issues ARP announcements on behalf of its virtual ma-

chines when a live migration process finishes on the target hypervisor.

DBridges eliminate ARP announcement broadcasts from the network

by discarding the announcements at the edge switches. Instead, an ARP

announcement may trigger an update to the addressing and location in-

formation of the host. When an ARP announcement is related to a mo-

bility event in the network (i.e., not participating in IPv4 address conflict

resolution), the salient effect with DBridges is that it triggers a location

information update in the network. This process (as described in Sec-

tion 3.6.4) updates the DHT server that in turn updates the previous at-

tachment point of the new location of the mobile host. The old attachment

point then reactively updates any stale location information in the net-

work. This process changes the number of network-wide signaling events

from a stable single-frame broadcast that is dependent on the network

topology, to a reactive and unicast-based signaling scheme.

Figure 4.9 presents an overview of the network-wide event frequency

when the hosts are mobile. Host broadcast represents the ARP request

and announcement frames that edge DBridges receive from end-hosts.

These events can occur either due to a host stack querying an IP → MAC

mapping, or when the ns-3 process emits an ARP announcement at the
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end of a mobility event. RBridge and DBridge broadcast represent TRILL

encapsulated multi-destination frames traversing the network. For rout-

ing bridges, each ARP request and announcement is encapsulated, for

DBridges, broadcasting is only visible in the very short bootstrap phase.

Finally, Host mobility represents the number of network-wide mobility

events (i.e., host detachment and attachment), and DHT signaling repre-

sents the DIDP frames traversing the network.

Compared to the static hosts evaluated in Figure 4.5, the DHT signaling

has increased significantly. This is a direct result from the increased lo-

cation information updates in the one-hop DHT, when the hosts move in

the network. While the static and mobile host tests use different topolo-

gies and traffic models, the network-wide DHT signaling amount for the

bootstrap phase and the periodic refresh are marginal, compared to the

amounts that host mobility generates. Overall, the network-wide event

frequency comparison between routing bridges and DBridges has reduced

on average from a difference of two orders of magnitude with static hosts,

to a reduction by factor of three with mobile hosts.

There are also some other characteristics visible in the figure. First, the

host ARP refresh behavior (at 120 seconds in the figure) of ns-3 is also

highlighted as a momentary burst of host broadcasting in this evaluation,

compared to the peer-to-peer traffic model. This is a result of the lower

overall host communication pairs (see Table 4.1) that results in the gener-

ation of fewer ARP requests on average throughout the test. Secondly, the

traffic model also essentially removes the bootstrap phase of the network,

where DBridges would resort to fallback broadcasting to provide end-host

service to (at that time) silent hosts.

Signaling Efficiency

While host mobility increases the amount of signaling (i.e., ARP announce-

ments if explicit signaling is used, and DIDP frames) that occurs in the

network, it is also important to consider how much of that signaling is

actually relevant. The relevance of a signaling frame associated with

mobility can be defined in terms of forwarding table (i.e., MAC learn-

ing table) state on edge switches. The evaluation presented here and in

Publication VI defines relevant signaling as Ethernet frames that update

forwarding tables in switches that have communicating peers with the

mobile host during its attachment to a switch. Note that this works as a

definition for routing bridges and DBridges because MAC learning tables
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Figure 4.10. Signaling traffic waste per host mobility event using the downstream traffic
model and EBONE topology.

are only used at the edge switches.

Figure 4.10 presents the percent of signaling-related frames that are

wasted for each host mobility event. The figure illustrates the amount

of waste in terms of both explicit (i.e., ARP announcements after mobil-

ity event), and host-based signaling. From the figure, we can see that

regardless of the signaling mechanism, DBridges offer significantly im-

proved signaling efficiency for the frames they send.

The network traffic matrix in combination with the system design is the

principal cause for the generation of waste. While not very prominent

for DBridges due to the minimal amounts of waste they generate in con-

junction with the location information signaling, the effect of the traffic

matrix can be clearly seen from the results of routing bridges. The down-

stream traffic model has 5 static hosts that send traffic to mobile hosts. In

the figure, the cumulative probability function reflects this as a step-wise

behavior for the curves of all four tested configurations.

The step-wise behavior is very prominent for routing bridges. Each step

in the curve represents the number of static hosts connected (i.e., 0 to 5)

to while the mobile host attached to its current location. In the down-

stream traffic model, routing bridges at minimum waste approximately

100 ∗ 18
23 ≈ 78% percent of all ARP announcement frames sent to the net-

work, when the mobile host has at least one flow to each of the static

hosts in the network. In other words, each ARP announcement broadcast

to the network can be beneficial to a maximum of 5 remote switches (i.e.,

the first-hop switches of static hosts), leaving 18 of the total number of

switches receiving information they do not require for host service to the
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mobile host.

Regardless of the signaling mechanism, DBridges waste a minimal num-

ber of signaling messages that it uses to maintain service for the mobile

hosts. Well over 90% of all signaling frames in the network are relevant to

the downstream traffic flows that are ongoing when the mobile host per-

forms the attachment. The step-wise curve is also present for DBridges,

however, it is no longer constrained to 6 separate steps, corresponding to

the number of static hosts. Instead, as DBridges offer frame redirection

services as part of the one-hop DHT system, there may be any number

of wasted signaling frames (theoretically up to the number of edge swit-

ches minus one in the topology) associated with a mobility event due to

redirection chains.

Publication VI presents a similar test with the peer-to-peer traffic model.

The step-wise behavior is similarly present in a more many-to-many traf-

fic matrix. The many-to-many communication model has two effects on

the waste. First, routing bridges waste less mobility-related signaling

frames because there are more potential switches that require the infor-

mation to provide service for the mobile host. Secondly, the traffic model

also increases the number and length of redirection chains in the network

when using DBridges, increasing the signaling waste they generate. For

more information, refer to the publication.

4.4.2 Network Convergence

When a host attaches to a new switch in the network, its location must

be propagated throughout the network to ensure communication service.

Mobile host service disruption in terms of an existing flow is directly

related to the length of the network convergence time. Concretely, the

longer it takes for the new location information to propagate to the first-

hop switch of the sending peer for a flow, the longer the service is dis-

rupted.

With explicit signaling (i.e., ARP announcements), the network reliably

converges to the new location information. Routing bridges will broadcast

ARP announcement to the network, updating all edge switch forward-

ing tables with the new information. DBridges will intercept the ARP

announcement and trigger a location information update process in the

one-hop DHT, ensuring that the old attachment point of the mobile host

is immediately updated with the new location information. The redirec-

tion process then takes over and delivers frames to the mobile host, while
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Figure 4.11. Convergence times of routing bridges and DBridges with explicit and host-
based signaling.

reactively updating stale location information in the network.

In contrast, if host-based signaling is used, the convergence time is de-

pendent on the outgoing frames from the mobile host. For routing bridges,

unicast frames will update the first-hop (egress) switch of the destination,

leaving the rest of the network oblivious of the location change. If the mo-

bile host emits a broadcast frame (typically an ARP request), the process

is identical to explicit signaling. In contrast, DBridges only require a sin-

gle outgoing frame from the mobile host after its attachment. Because the

source information (i.e., the source MAC address) in the frame is identical

regardless of its type, DBridges can begin the location information update

process based on any emitted frame.

Figure 4.11 illustrates the behavior of routing bridges and DBridges in

terms of the network convergence time, when explicit and host-based sig-

naling is used. The evaluation is performed with the synthetic traffic

model, where each mobile host connects to another random host in the

network and sends frames with a fixed 100ms interval throughout the

test.

There are several highlighted values in the figure for routing bridges be-

cause their behavior changes significantly based on the signaling method.

By 30 milliseconds the forwarding tables in all edge routing bridges have

converged because the broadcast ARP announcement has traversed to all

edge switches. Three additional points are also highlighted for routing

bridges with host-based signaling.

The first highlighted point is at 100 milliseconds in the curve that co-

incides with the send frequency of the mobile host. The second point is
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at 30 seconds, and coincides with the MAC learning table ageing timeout

used in the evaluation. The third and final point highlights the slope be-

tween the first two points, where the convergence time is related to the

combination of the traffic and mobility models of the flow peers. Detailed

analysis of the routing bridges host-based signaling convergence behavior

can be found in Publication VI.

DBridges network convergence behavior is independent of the signal-

ing model. In the figure, the convergence time curve between explicit

and host-based signaling is shifted by approximately the mean of the syn-

thetic traffic model frame send frequency, i.e., 50 milliseconds. As outlined

above, the behavior is an outcome of the location information state repair

process in the network. A single frame from the mobile host will initi-

ate the process for the whole network, because that frame will allow the

DBridge server to update the location information at the old attachment

switch.

Comparing absolute convergence time between routing bridges and DBr-

idges shows significant differences between the systems. Routing bridges

with explicit signaling converge reliably and quickly, while host-based sig-

naling significantly reduces the probabilty that the network converges

(and as a consequence, provides service for the host). Moreover, the net-

work convergence characteristics for routing bridges without explicit sig-

naling rely on the traffic and mobility models of the host as well as its

peers.

DBridges exhibit similar convergence behavior between the signaling

methods, but the network as a whole requires more time to converge to

the new location information. This is a result of the definition of net-

work convergence in the figure. As “network convergence” indicates when

the first-hop switch of the peer has adjusted its forwarding table, it is

tied to the send frequency of the peer. This immediately adds an average

of 50 milliseconds (plus any link-layer latency) to the convergence time;

however, the host service is fully functional as soon as the previous at-

tachment point is updated due to DBridges performing frame redirection.

Consequently, network convergence with DBridges can also be measured

in terms of the forwarding table of the old attachment switch, i.e., when

that switch receives an update from the DHT server. This method corre-

sponds to an “immediate” update mechanism in routing bridges, with the

difference that the update is targeted to a single switch, instead of the

whole network.
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Figure 4.12. Convergence times of routing bridges and DBridges with explicit and host-
based signaling. DBridges convergence time defined in terms of the old
location update.

Figure 4.12 visualizes network convergence time, where DBridge con-

vergence time is defined by the immediate old location update after mo-

bile host activity. As can be seen from the figure, DBridges with explicit

announcements perform identical with routing bridges. In both cases,

the ARP announcement begins the immediate location information repair

process. Routing bridges perform it with a network-wide broadcast, and

DBridges with targeted unicast DIDP frames, first from the new attach-

ment switch to the DHT server, and from the DHT server to the old at-

tachment switch. With host-based signaling, DBridges offer faster conver-

gence times on average, and also converge significantly more reliably than

routing bridges. The difference in the converge time, when both systems

converge within the first 100 millisecond (i.e., the frame send frequency

of the incoming flow peer) is related to the network topology. On average,

the DHT signaling frames travel a smaller number of hops to reach the

old attachment point, compared to the routing bridges, where the frame

must reach the first-hop switch of the incoming flow peer. Thus, DBrid-

ges offer a convergence time that is closer to the nominal mean (i.e., 50

milliseconds) of the frame send rate of the incoming flow peer.

4.4.3 Quality of Service/Experience

The convergence time for the mobile host location information in the net-

work presents itself as the time the mobile host may not receive incoming

frames from other hosts in the network. Concretely, this is a connection
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Figure 4.13. Normalized connection interruption times for mobile hosts with host-based
signaling. Connection time is normalized to the downstream frame send
frequency (i.e., 10ms).

interruption for flows. Explicit signaling solves the problem at the cost

of increased signaling in the form of broadcast ARP announcements or

DHT-related frames. For host-based signaling, the host is responsible

for initiating the location information update in the network. Routing

bridges are dependent on the frame type; using unicast frames (i.e., nor-

mal user datagrams) the host updates every first-hop switch of its peers,

per unicast frame sent. With broadcast frames (typically ARP requests),

the whole network is updated. DBridges only require a single frame with

source address information from the mobile host to update the whole net-

work, when host-based signaling is used.

Figure 4.13 presents the network convergence time in terms of connec-

tion interruptions seen at the mobile host, when the number of outgoing

flows from the host are increased from 1, to 3, to 5. The flows are based on

the downstream traffic model, loosely resembling RTP-like [127] streams.

Each mobile host initiates a connection to a randomly selected static host

in the network. Each static host begins issuing downstream frames at a

fixed rate of 10 milliseconds to the mobile host. Additionally, the mobile

host sends a single upstream frame every 5 seconds. Each added flow

reduces the mean frequency of the upstream frames, and each upstream

frame updates a single static host first-hop switch in the network to the

new location information. In the figure, the “baseline” curve indicates the

setup where each mobile host has a single flow during the test.

As the number of flows for each mobile host increases, routing bridges

offer nominally improved connection interruption times for the hosts. In
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the network, each outgoing frame from the mobile host updates the first-

hop switch of the destination in the network. Concretely, the frame sent

by the mobile host is sent to the destination routing bridge specified by

the location information in the forwarding table of its first-hop switch.

The nominal improvement is a result of the mobile host movement in the

network. As the number of flows increase, so do the number of upstream

peers. This in turn increases the probability that the mobile host attaches

to a switch that also has a static host attached to it. The sent upstream

frame in this case updates two upstream switches in the network.

In contrast, mobile host connection interruption times reduce in a net-

work with DBridges when the number of flows in each mobile host in-

creases. This is a result of the DBridges location information updates and

frame redirection process. As stated above, any outgoing frame from the

mobile host initiates the process, at which point all downstream flows to

the mobile host are redirected to the new location, because the old attach-

ment point of the mobile host signals the new location information to the

first-hop switches of the static hosts.

4.4.4 Summary

Network convergence time can be measured as the time it takes for swit-

ches in the network to update to the new location information of a host

that attached to a switch. It can be further refined by specifying that

the subset of switches must have peers attached them that are communi-

cating with the mobile host. The convergence can occur through explicit

announcements (e.g., ARP announcements) that immediately repair the

forwarding table state, or using the outgoing frames of the mobile host

itself.

In the former case, convergence time is short, at the cost of increased

signaling in the form of broadcast for routing bridges, and unicast DIDP

frames for DBridges. In the latter case, routing bridges have no overhead

in terms of signaling, and DBridges have some additional DIDP signaling.

The primary motivation for rapid convergence is host service. The quicker

the relevant switches in the network know where the mobile host is lo-

cated, the faster the connection service is restored after a mobility event.

In the mobile host, this directly shows as a shorter connection interrup-

tion time for downstream-heavy flows. Routing bridges and DBridges re-

pair the relevant portions of the network in roughly the same time when

explicit signaling is used. However, with host-based signaling, there is
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a difference in convergence time between routing brides and DBridges,

and a significant difference in the convergence reliability. DBridges on

average offer a faster convergence time after a host mobility event, and

at the same time a significantly more reliable convergence method. These

results in turn translate into significantly better mobile host service, if

explicit signaling is not usable in the network.

4.5 Performance of Software Switching

The performance increase in COTS computing hardware (e.g., personal

computers) in combination with the need for higher bandwidth has cre-

ated a new market for generic networking devices built using COTS servers

and network interface cards, and flexible software-based processing. COTS

hardware is also designed to be more upgradeable, compared to conven-

tional Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), Field-Programmable

Gate Array (FPGA), or Network Processor (NP)-based devices. Packet pro-

cessing in COTS devices is often primarily done in software, running on

the operating system. Compared to specialized hardware, these devices

run generic operating systems and offer rich and flexible service to de-

velop new protocols and architectures for the needs of the network users,

when the throughput needs are in the tens of gigabits per second. This

makes the devices ideally suited for edge devices, where end-hosts con-

nect to the network, while leaving the core of the network implementable

with customized hardware that offers significantly higher throughput.

There are several options for implementing the software switching data

plane, such as Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) [1], PacketShader [49],

Netmap [119], and various Click [87, 22]-based implementations, such

as RouteBricks [34]. There are also commercial devices available that

are primarily software driven, such as the devices from Brocade [16] and

McAffee [96]. Typically, most of the available data-plane frameworks in-

tentionally bypass the generic operating system network stack to mini-

mize the processing overhead of the overall system.

There are several key technologies in the hardware architecture of mod-

ern computing servers that enables high-speed packet processing on the

devices. First, while the Central Processing Unit (CPU) in servers is de-

signed for general purpose work, modern processors can host up to 18 [75]

separate high-speed cores, allowing parallel processing of up to 18 dif-

ferent packets inside a single physical CPU. Additionally, a single COTS
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server can host up to 8 physical processors, increasing the total core count

to 144.

Another key technological advance occurred with the advent of PCI-

Express that superceded the shared-bus style Peripheral Component In-

terconnect (PCI) interface. PCI-Express offers enough bidirectional band-

width to transfer packets between the Network Interface Card (NIC) and

the physical memory of the server. In addition, another key improve-

ment inside the CPUs was to implement proper cache-coherent, point-

to-point links between the cores inside a single physical processor, and

subsequently, incorporating memory controller directly on the processor

die, instead of using a separate chip (connected through a bus) to house

the controller.

NICs have also undergone a change in the recent years. Arguably, the

largest change has been to introduce multiple transmit and receive queues

per network port. This allows the operating system to assign each queue

(or a receive, transmit queue pair) to a separate core, where all pack-

ets from the queues are processed. This guarantees maximum cache co-

herency, as any data accesses are done inside a single core. There are also

vendor specific technologies such as Direct Cache Access (DCA) [74] that

allow further improvements to NIC performance. More information about

the performance aspects of modern computer systems and their relation to

network packet processing performance can be found from Publications II

and IV.

4.5.1 DBridge

While the intent of this work is to design and evaluate a new architecture

that combines routing bridges with additional improvements to scalabil-

ity of Ethernet, the work also produced a proof-of-concept implementation

of both routing bridges and DBridges. The software implementation con-

sists of two separate components, namely the data and control planes.

The control plane is an enhanced version of the Quagga routing suite IS-

IS implementation, extended by Oracle with the routing bridges control

plane, and further enhanced with DBridges specific features. The data

plane is implemented as a set of modular components in a software rout-

ing framework called Click.

As part of the work, the proof-of-concept implementation has been eval-

uated and compared to standard Linux bridge component in terms of

throughput characteristics under different packet sizes. Our through-
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Figure 4.14. Throughput evaluation topologies. Flows separated with line style.
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Figure 4.15. Maximum throughput of a single bidirectional flow, using multi-threaded
evaluation implementations in millions of frames per second.

put measurement tests have been performed in two simple topologies,

depicted in Figure 4.14. The left-side topology is used to measure the

throughput of the system with a single bidirectional flow of packets. The

right-side topology doubles the number of bidirectional flows to two. The

specific test run in the environment is the frame forwarding test defined

in RFC 2889 [94]. The rationale for selecting three switches on the mea-

surement path is based on the roles of routing bridges. With three devices,

the throughput can be measured with all three RBridge roles on the path,

i.e., encapsulating and forwarding, only forwarding, and decapsulating

and forwarding devices. Detailed information about the test environment

and setup can be found in Publication II.

Figure 4.15 presents a histogram of the maximum throughput values

for each evaluated implementation. The test uses a single bidirectional

flow between the end-points in the network, and the simple three device

topology presented in Figure 4.14. The routing bridges implementation

(Click TRILL), compared to standard Linux bridging component performs

similarly, reaching slightly less than 2 million frames per second in the

“worst case” scenario (i.e., minimum size Ethernet frames). As the frame
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Table 4.3. Throughput increase between multi- and single core evaluation implementa-
tions with one bidirectional flow.

Frame Platform Configuration
Size Linux Bridge Click Simple Click TRILL

64 21% 42% 70%

128 1% 0% 42%

256 0% 0% 0%

512 0% 0% 1%

1024 0% 0% 1%

1280 0% 0% 0%

1518 0% 0% 0%

size grows, both Linux bridging component and the routing bridges imple-

mentation reach full line rate. Compared to the simple Click forwarding

that performs simple I/O on the packets (i.e., only transfers packets from

an input port to an output port), the TRILL-related packet processing re-

duces the maximum throughput rate of the system by approximately 30%.

As part of the evaluation, the relative increase of packet processing

power of each implementation was also measured in terms of single and

multi-threaded processing. Histograms of the single-threaded throughput

measurements can be found in Publication II. Table 4.3 presents the rel-

ative throughput increase per Ethernet frame size. As can be seen from

the table, at minimum frame size (i.e., the most computationally inten-

sive test) the proof-of-concept routing bridges implementation gains more

throughput from the addition of processing resources to the system, com-

pared to the standard Linux bridge component. This is expected, as rout-

ing bridges (per device) must perform more packet processing due to the

TRILL encapsulation scheme and the addition of a switch-based forward-

ing table, compared to the MAC learning table upkeep associated with

the conventional bridge. As all evaluation implementations quickly reach

line rate (i.e., 2Gbps), adding more processing power to the system at that

point does not make a difference.

Figure 4.16 presents the maximum throughput of the multi-threaded

evaluation implementations, when the number of bidirectional flows is

doubled. The status quo remains similar to the test with one bidirectional

flow. The maximum throughput of the proof-of-concept implementation of

routing bridges is slightly ahead of the Linux bridging component in the

worst case scenario, while the simple Click-based packet I/O attains the

highest maximum throughput rate in the test. Full line rate (i.e., 4Gbps)

is reached by the Click-based routing bridges implementation at 256 byte

frames, and at 512 byte frames with Linux bridge.
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Figure 4.16. Maximum throughput of two bidirectional flows, using multi-threaded eval-
uation implementations in millions of frames per second.

Comparing the maximum throughput values of the single flow and the

two flow testing in the worst case scenario reveals that the three differ-

ent evaluation implementations gain only 15% to 30% increase from the

additional flow, compared to the 100% increase in the volume of frames

traversing the network. This suggest that the bottleneck of the system is

at the transit bridge that handles twice the number of frames as the edge

devices in the network setup.

Table 4.4 presents the maximum throughput increase of the multi-threaded

evaluation implementations. The results reflect a similar trend with the

one bidirectional flow test case, where routing bridges receive the most

benefit from the addition of computing resources to the system, followed

by the simple Click-based packet I/O implementation. As the frame size

grows, the increased packet processing time due to frame interarrival

times approximately doubles the benefit for the proof-of-concept imple-

mentation. At 256 bytes, the Click-based evaluations have reached full

line rate, and the benefit of three additional cores is diminished. The

Linux bridge implementation continues to see 15% to 30% increase through-

out the frame sizes, until it reaches full line rate at a frame size of 512

bytes with both single and multi-threaded evaluation implementation.

4.5.2 Summary

Software-based packet processing can be used as a flexible tool for rapidly

developing new network architectures. The current computing power
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Table 4.4. Throughput increase between multi- and single core evaluation implementa-
tions with two pair-wise flows.

Frame Platform Configuration
Size Linux Bridge Click Simple Click TRILL

64 34% 52% 85%

128 17% 46% 116%

256 30% 25% 51%

512 0% 0% 0%

1024 0% 0% 0%

1280 0% 0% 0%

1518 0% 0% 0%

found in COTS hardware (i.e., servers) can be utilized on the edges of

the network, where the maximum throughput rates of packets are in the

tens of millions of frames per second. As part of the DBridges system de-

sign and evaluation, a proof-of-concept implementation was created. In

addition to verifying the network characteristics of the system, its perfor-

mance was also compared to a conventional software-based switch (i.e.,

the Linux bridge component).

The routing bridges proof-of-concept implementation, when configured

correctly, can reach similar throughput rates as the Linux bridge com-

ponent, giving indications that the data plane-related processing in the

TRILL frame fowarding scheme is not a limitation when implementing a

purely software-based routing bridge. While the performance of DBridges

was not evaluated, the costly processing requirements of DBridges are

related to the frame redirection process. The frame redirection process

only occurs intermittently in the network in normal situations, and as

such, should not generate enough overhead to invalidate the throughput

measurement results based on routing bridges.
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5. Discussion

This chapter discusses some topics in Ethernet that are not directly re-

lated to the work done as part of this thesis. First, some trends and

application domains of Ethernet networks are introduced. The discus-

sion touches on two specific topics: data center networking in relation to

the link-layer, and a new application domain for Ethernet. Next, a short

overview of the recent work done in the TRILL working group at IETF is

discussed, concentrating on thematically similar mechanisms that DBr-

idges and conventional switches (i.e., STP-based devices) offer. This is fol-

lowed by a discussion on the recent Software-Defined Networking (SDN)

paradigm. This discussion is framed by the opportunities and disadvan-

tages of distributed and logically centralized control plane, in the context

of the design of DBridges.

5.1 Future Trends in Ethernet-Based Networks

Ethernet has evolved for the last four decades, and as more and more

domains are adopting it as the link-layer technology, this trend is likely to

continue for the foreseeable future. Virtualization continues to drive the

evolution of communication networks, both on the link and higher layers.

The current trend is pushing the “intelligence” of the network to edges [20,

88] with strict centralized control, while the core is becoming increasingly

simple. The concept of a network edge is also in flux; in the future network

edge may often refer both to a (virtual machine) hypervisor on a physical

server, or to an edge switch or a router. This evolution presents a question:

Where does Ethernet fit in and what role will it play?
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5.1.1 Data Center Networking

Arguably the most well-known Ethernet scalability issue is the size of

the link-layer domain. Applications require link-layer connectivity be-

cause changing the network-layer subnet when live migrating (or when

the end-host is mobile) would require a network-layer address change,

or a tunneling scheme such as Mobile IP. With increasing virtualization,

the size of the link-layer domain is growing as more and more devices

are connected to it. The network edges can solve the problem through

various mechanisms, including address translation and tunneling [93], at

the cost of increased complexity and frame processing overhead. With

the increase in processing power of COTS servers and network interface

cards, frame processing at tens of gigabits per second in a virtualized

environment is reality today [95], and further progress in network I/O

performance in the coming years is all but guaranteed. This lends cre-

dence to the idea that software-based frame processing, at least on the

edges of the network, may be more cost-efficient than specialized hard-

ware. Cheap commodity switch hardware [41] has also evolved to a point,

where software-driven solutions using label-based forwarding have also

started to appear. It offers fine-grained control over the end-to-end data

paths in the network [134, 5], usually combined with a SDN-based orches-

tration of resources in the network.

The increase in virtualization also inherently requires more flexibility

from the network. The bandwidth demands of applications are increas-

ing, necessitating improved traffic management and congestion avoidance

features. To rapidly react to network traffic changes, the state of the net-

work must be constantly monitored, and the control plane must provide

services that allow operators to rapidly adjust the traffic flows inside the

network. Conventional network traffic monitoring solutions may be in-

sufficient, as data-center traffic matrices may change on a millisecond

scale [29]. Novel solutions such as Planck [114] could be seen as a base

for a new type of traffic monitoring in networks, offering millisecond gran-

ularity monitoring of network-wide state. This leads to more reactive net-

works, and as a result, improved quality of service for customers.

Another key issue in data center networks is link oversubscription and

the resulting network congestion. One way to mitigate it is to provision

the data center with enough bandwidth to not oversubscribe links, but

that can be prohibitively costly. A more cost-efficient solution could rely on
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congestion notifications and traffic prioritization directly on the link-layer

to guarantee that critical traffic (e.g., control plane frames) is delivered

reliably to their end points even during congestion.

The Data Center Bridging (DCB) set of standards from IEEE aim to

solve the congestion and traffic prioritization issues in data center net-

works directly on the Ethernet link-layer. The end-goal of the effort is

to provide a set of protocols that could be used to guarantee a “lossless

Ethernet” network for data centers.

The first protocol, Priority-based Flow Control (PFC) [68] allows priority-

specific flow control via Ethernet pause frames on a point-to-point bidi-

rectional link. PFC can be seen as a congestion avoidance protocol for the

link-layer, however it requires support from the end-host network inter-

face card.

Next, Congestion Notification (CN) [66] allows bridges in a data center

to react to congestion in the network, and inform CN aware end-hosts of

congestion on the path from a source to a sink. Note that CN also requires

explicit support from the end-host network interface cards, however it is

found in most server-oriented products currently on the market.

The final DCB specification relates to bandwidth use on links. The En-

hanced Transmission Selection (ETS) [69] specifies a set of rules where by

lower priority traffic classes can borrow bandwidth from higher priority

traffic, as long as there is available bandwidth. Conceptually, it enhances

the priority classification in Ethernet switches by allowing different traf-

fic scheduling algorithms to be used on a per priority basis. The actual

traffic classification and any potential frame scheduling algorithms are

out of scope of the specification. For most data center traffic, the primary

benefit of ETS is to offer flexible bandwidth allocation between several

traffic classes.

5.1.2 Telecommunications Networking

The growing bandwidth and latency requirements of the telecommunica-

tions industry [105] has also reinvigorated interest in replacing some of

the centralized and primarily IP-based mobility management solutions in

the access, aggregation, and core networks. A common proposal for ac-

complishing the required level of service for the users in the future is to

move the various elements of the network closer to the user equipment.

As part of that paradigm shift, some proposals are also looking for ways to

simplify the primarily IP-based transport using Ethernet throughout the
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network infrastructure. Ethernet is standardized with several carrier-

grade features that allow network providers to support the requirements

set by telecommunications operators across their network infrastructure

directly on the Ethernet link-layer. Using Ethernet as the base network

infrastructure lowers the overall complexity and cost of the network ar-

chitecture.

The use of Ethernet link-layer for mobility management in conjunction

with the cellular access, aggregation and core networks has been proposed

in the past. Solutions range from using virtual MAC addresses for user

equipment [123] in conjunction with an address translation service at the

edges of the access network, to hierarchical SDN-based approaches [21]

where the signaling elements of the network infrastructure have been

located significantly closer to the user equipment, compared to previous

designs.

Publication III presents a proposal, where the IP-based transport ser-

vice in the mobile access network is replaced with direct link-layer trans-

port using DBridges. The primary motivation for the inclusion of DBrid-

ges is to reduce the payload and signaling overhead associated with the

mobility management and user data protocols that traverse the cellular

networks. Concretely, DBridges are enhanced to be “signaling aware” in

terms of the network control plane to allow the removal of GPRS Tunnel-

ing Protocol (GTP) [2] from the user data plane. In place of GTP-related

signaling and tunnel establishment, the access and core networks use

DBridges frame redirection and on a more general level the DHT mech-

anisms to provide data service to user equipment as they roam the net-

work.

5.1.3 Automotive Industry

One surpising application domain that is expected to play a large role in

the adoption of wired Ethernet is the in-vehicle network [107]. Current

in-vehicle networks are highly heterogeneous, with multiple physical and

link-layer protocols communicated through various gateways to form a

network of interacting components. The problem with the current net-

working technologies in in-vehicle networks is the emergence of various

Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS). Many of these systems are

camera-based, requiring a high-bandwidth network to stream the image

content to either an in-vehicle monitor or a processing system. In recent

years, both the industry and academia [12] have started looking for an al-
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ternative to the heterogeneous in-vehicle network system that would offer

a similar feature set with increased performance and lower cost.

Conventional wired Ethernet has several benefits over the current widely

used in-vehicle network architectures. First it offers enough bandwidth

to handle the increasing requirements of camera-based driver assistance

applications, and the in-vehicle infotainment systems. Additionally, the

bandwidth increase also speeds up the update process of the software

modules inside the vehicles [136]. Ethernet is also open and well stan-

dardized, having a large pool of existing knowledge from other application

domains that can be leveraged when developing the in-vehicle network.

While 802.3 Ethernet has some significant benefits for in-vehicle ap-

plications, it also has some design issues that currently prohibit its use

as the common physical and link-layer technology. The primary issue is

the communication model of Ethernet. Certain safety-critical features

(e.g., drive-by-wire) in vehicles require time-triggered communication to

guarantee fixed time propagation for frames inside the network. Ether-

net communication model is event-triggered, where packet propagations

in the network can be computed through probabilistic models, but they

are not fixed. Recent industry and academic effort has concentrated on

overcoming the latency and jitter-related problems associated with event-

triggered communication [138].

IEEE Audio/Video Bridging (AVB) task group has created a set of stan-

dards originally targeted at time-synchronized streaming of audio and

video over the wired Ethernet network. The suite consists of three stan-

dards, each designed to play a role in the system as a whole, resulting

in time-synchronized streaming of data over a 802.3-based Ethernet net-

work. The standards and their roles are briefly discussed below.

• The Timing and Synchronization for Time-Sensitive Applications (802.1AS

[70]) offers precise time synchronization of the Ethernet end-stations in

the network to a reference time (i.e., a master and slave model),

• the Stream Reservation Protocol (802.1Qat [67]) allowing end-station to

reserve a set of resources (e.g., buffers, queues) on Ethernet switches

between the end-points of the network, and

• the Forwarding and Queueing Enhancements for Time-Sensitive Streams

(802.1Qav [63]) that enhances the standard prioritization features of
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VLAN bridges. When used, it allows switches to specify VLAN priori-

ties that correspond to time-sensitive traffic, differentiating it from the

normal “best-effort” delivery.

Today, Ethernet can be expected to replace some of the more specialized

physical and link-layer technologies used in vehicles. The initial adoption

is already here in non-critical domains such as diagnostics and in-vehicle

entertainment. In the future, it is likely that more time-sensitive domains

such as various driver assistance applications are going to be migrated to

use the AVB Ethernet protocols. There are still some time-critical issues

that require solving before Ethernet can enter the real-time application

areas currently dominated by time-triggered communication models.

The topological and domain size requirements of the automotive indus-

try are never likely to require the scalability and bandwidth improve-

ments RBridges and DBridges offer, at least in terms of in-vehicle net-

works. Regardless, extending Ethernet to completely new application ar-

eas that have significantly different requirements on the transport service

compared to conventional networks is proof that the Ethernet link-layer

has been designed as a flexible base technology to build new applications

on.

5.1.4 Future of Routing Bridges

Routing bridges (or more generally, the TRILL encapsulation scheme) has

become widely supported in current networking hardware from large ven-

dors, and in popular “merchant silicon” [15, 73]. The initial TRILL specifi-

cation lacks support for several key features required in modern Ethernet

networks. Most importantly, the initial specification does not include sup-

port for any kind of Operations, Administration, and Maintenance (OAM)

features, including fault management.

The second wave of standardization is actively targeted at OAM fea-

tures. The effort begun with a requirements and framework specifica-

tion [129, 124] that frame the OAM requirements within the context of the

TRILL forwarding method. Concretely, routing bridges have features that

differ from conventional STP-based switches, such as asymmetric unicast

shortest path forwarding, support for arbitrary link-layer technologies,

and the asymmetry of unicast and multicast paths between end-points in

the network. In addition, the OAM system must be aware that TRILL

nodes terminate conventional switch domains (i.e., STP-based networks),
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instead of propagating them. TRILL OAM features heavily leverage ex-

isting body of work on the subject, draging inspiration and directly us-

ing specifics of Ethernet Connectivity Fault Management (CFM) [72], and

ITU-T recommendations for OAM functions and mechanisms for Ether-

net networks [76]. The work has culminated in the release of TRILL

fault [130] and performance management [100] specifications.

There has also been interest in developing systems that augment or

even replace the optional ESADI protocol in TRILL campuses. As has

been a subject of this dissertation, the removal of major sources of broad-

casting from layer two domains is seen as an important goal going into

the future. One such proposal is using Directory Assistance [36] on the

edges of the TRILL campus, instead of conventional Ethernet broadcast

mechanisms to provide end-host service, and higher layer address map-

ping services to users. DBridges can be considered to implement a service

similar to the “Pull Model” defined in the document, where edge devices

are allowed to fetch information in a reactive way when it is missing in

their local storage. However, DBridges take the service model further, of-

fering frame redirection in conjunction with stale (location) information

updates.

Finally, while routing bridges can use multiple parallel links and tech-

niques such as ECMP to spread the load in switch-to-switch communica-

tion, the base standard has no support for similar behavior on the edge of

the network, i.e., encapsulating and decapsulating end-host frames based

on a flow through multiple edge RBridges. This is because the designated

RBridge on a link elects a single appointed forwarder (i.e., an entity re-

sponsible for encapsulation and decapsulation) per VLAN tag or a fine

grained label. Support for multiple attachment points is becoming in-

creasingly important in virtualization environments, where for example

a physical server hosting a number of virtual machines must use several

network interface cards to guarantee enough throughput for the hosted

virtual machines, while still using the same data label. The issue is more

generally called an “edge active-active connection”, or MC-LAG in conven-

tional Ethernet. The TRILL specific issues and requirements for active-

active connections are described in [89], and there is current on-going

effort [143] to support active-active edge through multiple MAC attach-

ments.

Overall, the future of routing bridges, both commercially and in terms

of standardization efforts, looks promising. The standardization process
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seems to be heavily driven by the industry, with players from several

network equipment manufacturers driving individual efforts. Commer-

cially, there is some concern for the routing bridges concept as a whole,

with several manufacturers using proprietary extensions with the spec-

ification. More specifically, while the IS-IS control plane is designed to

be very flexible and extendable, the TRILL encapsulation scheme on the

data path is very rigid for a reason. Cisco’s FabricPath and Brocade’s

VCS are TRILL-based, but use proprietary extensions and modifications

to break interoperability between vendors and routing bridges, however,

both companies also offer interoperability with routing bridges at the cost

of features. Both Huawei and HP offer TRILL support in their data-center

switch products that are fully interoperable with the IETF routing bridges

standard.

5.2 Software Defined Networking

In the span of 10 years, there has been a significant amount of academic

interest in working on a (logically) centralized network architecture, where

a single entity orchestrates the network functions. This is completely or-

thogonal to most current production network architectures that function

by distributed computing.

Figure 5.1 presents an overview of the two network architecture para-

digms. On the left, each device receives information from other devices in

the network through the control plane that it independently uses to com-

pute the network state on that device. This means that each device also

contains both the data and control planes of the network architecture, and

the interface between them is internal. If change is to be enacted on the

network architecture, either the whole device must be replaced, or each

(software-based) component in each switch must be updated separately.
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Coordinating the effort in a large network without service disruption can

be a significantly complicated task, and at times impossible.

In contrast, concentrating the network state computation to a logically

centralized controller separates the control plane complexity from the

data plane in the network. When the data plane devices are orchestrated

by a controller, there is no need for complicated distributed computing on

devices to converge the network to its new state. Instead, the controller

can collect the required information from the data plane devices, com-

pute the necessary state information, and then disseminate the new state

through the network-facing Application Programming Interface (API) the

data plane devices expose. The API exposes an abstract model to repre-

sent packet-based flows in the network that the data plane device maps

into various tables that comprise the forwarding function of the device.

The abstraction of network functions and the separation of data and con-

trol planes is loosely termed as Software-Defined Networking (SDN). A

logically centralized and decoupled entity that manages network state of-

fers a very significant improvement compared to the conventional model:

The network hardware and software evolution can be separated. This is

especially important today, because COTS hardware (i.e., servers) are cat-

egorically more powerful than the computing resources on conventional

network devices, while still offering a rich and flexible environment for

the control plane implementation.

Some of the first implementations of SDN can be found as early as 2006

with SANE [19] and Ethane [18]. By 2008, the SDN concept was at a

stage that OpenFlow [97] was proposed. The OpenFlow specification has

become the de-facto SDN platform, both in academia and industry, with

actual production environments emerging recently [78]. While SDN as an

umbrella term does not necessitate the use of OpenFlow, its prevalence

in academia and industry makes it a natural comparison target when

discussing differences between the two network architecture paradigms.

A significant body of work [104, 101, 44] has been done to implement

similar features that DBridges offer as part of various SDN-based net-

work architectures. Functionally, a SDN-based system can provide the

same network functions that DBridges provide on top of the frame for-

warding. Concretely, where DBridges forward frames through interme-

diate (i.e., relayer/resolver) devices in the network, a SDN-based system

typically forwards frames to a controller for further processing.
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DBridges are naturally distributed1 through the one-hop DHT, where

a SDN-based system is a centralized entity, albeit potentially logically

distributed. One important differentiator is that the frame redirection

system through the one-hop DHT can use the data plane on the whole

path, where typical SDN-based solutions would encapsulate and forward

frames using the significantly less performant slow path through the con-

troller and back to the data plane device. Some scalability related bottle-

necks for the controller can be mitigated through the use of distribution,

but that adds potentially significant complexity to the controller.

One of the largest benefits of a logically centralized control plane is

the promise of simplified computation for the overall network state. A

typical example would be the removal of potential transient forwarding

loops from the network, because a single entity computes the paths. An-

other canonical example are various traffic policy computations (e.g., traf-

fic engineering, or traffic constraints) that govern the flow of frames in-

side the network. These are areas where distributed control planes re-

sort to complex logic, external signaling mechanisms, and external safety

mechanisms (e.g., hop counts) to prevent large-scale problems during con-

vergence. While SDN is all but guaranteed to simplify the process, the

computational portion of the network state update is only one part of it.

Consistency problems may arise [92] during the dissemination of the new

network state to the devices.

1A single DHT server reduces DBridges to a centralized model
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As this thesis is being written, Ethernet is 40 years old. It has proven to

be a very flexible link-layer technology, morphing itself with the require-

ments of the industry as new networking paradigms and use cases have

emerged. The technology that backs up the current home, data center

and telecommunications access networks is at its core still the same as it

was in the 80s, when the Ethernet framing was first standardized. Over

the years, a large collection of standards and technologies have been built

on top of the basic link-layer, resulting in a significantly complex system

used in various kinds of environments.

From the beginning, the simplicity of Ethernet has been its greatest ben-

efit but also its largest problem. A shared media easily allows plug-and-

play functionality, but at the same time limits the scope of the network.

The Ethernet of today is largely not a shared network (but a switched

one), however, as the requirements of the data communication industry

grew, the Ethernet technology tree also grew. The growth brought new

issues to the forefront, such as topological limitations, the limitations of

spanning trees, and network segment sizes. Today, to meet the bandwidth

demands of high-traffic networks, Ethernet uses a significant number of

both proprietary and open protocols to transmit frames from the source to

the destination.

Arguably the largest issue in data center networks is the available band-

width. Spanning trees solve looping issues in Ethernet networks, but

limit the frame forwarding to a single tree. This was augmented through

multiple spanning trees at the cost of increased configuration and com-

plexity. The emergence of data center networks has created two compet-

ing standards that both incorporate ideas from routing networks (e.g., link

state protocols, shortest path forwarding) to improve the performance of

the network, and to reduce the configuration complexity.
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DBridges extend the functionality of the IETF-driven Routing Bridges

standard in an attempt to significantly increase the potential Ethernet

network segment size in terms of active end-hosts. It does this by intro-

ducing an one-hop DHT “overlay network” that is used to eliminate the

two largest sources of flooding in large Ethernet segments: unknown des-

tination Ethernet frames, and higher layer address resolution requests.

DBridges also retain the Ethernet plug-and-play model of communica-

tion, resorting to flooding when the information is not available in the

overlay network. In addition, DBridges can co-exist with normal routing

bridges, offering linear improvements as more devices are introduced into

the network.

Extensive experimental evaluation shows that in steady state, DBridges

completely eliminate the flooded traffic, replacing it with a targeted uni-

cast signaling mechanism (i.e., DIDP frames and unicast ARP requests).

In addition, DBridges use the overlay network to provide frame redirec-

tion for mobile end-hosts. Frame redirection can be shown to have no

significant adverse effects in the network, and significantly improve the

quality of service mobile end-hosts receive when there is no explicit sig-

naling mechanism associated with the mobility event.

Ethernet will undoubtedly play a part in both existing network envi-

ronments (e.g., data centers, homes, and telecommunications networks),

but it is also looking like it will expand to new environments. Automotive

industry in particular is interested in the potential cost savings it offers,

if the remaining technological obstacles can be solved through standard-

ization. A largely open question is the role of Ethernet in the whole sys-

tem architecture. The recent trend of concentrating intelligence (e.g., pro-

grammability) on the edges of the network is orthogonal with the conven-

tional Ethernet mechanisms. Network intelligence on the edges steers the

discussion towards logically centralized entity that controls the network

of relatively simple data plane devices, while the current industry Ether-

net is currently moving towards a more distributed and complex control

model. Concretely, both RBridges and SPB introduce an arguably more

complicated distributed control plane to the Ethernet network (compared

to STP) at a time when much of the academic and industry discussion is

already on centralized network state computation.

The DBridges design presented in this work can be construed as a base

building block for an enhanced Ethernet that solves one of the remaining

issues for large Ethernet segments. DBridges are designed to be appli-
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cable to real world scenarios through a conscious choice of building the

design around the IETF RBridges standard. Some of the future improve-

ments pertaining to DBridges are improved resiliency (i.e., replicating

data on multiple physical nodes), security-related issues (both in terms of

Ethernet and the one-hop DHT), addition of other upper layer protocols to

the overlay network to eliminate more broadcast from the network, and

finally, more research into the prevention of transient forwarding loops

introduced by frame redirection. As with Ethernet in general, the impor-

tance of DBridges in the future will largely be determined by how much

of the network functions are moved to the edges of the network, while

leaving the core of the network extremely simple.
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Errata

The DHT signaling values depicted in Figures 9, 10, and 11 contain

values that are slightly imprecise. The values are defined as the number

of frames received by the DBridges in the network, when they should be

defined as the number of DIDP frames traversing the whole network to

be directly comparable to the broadcast values in the figures.

The corrected values for Figure 9 are presented in this thesis. Over-

all, the incorrect values have no effect on the outcome of the test. On

average, computing the correct values through hop-count information in

received DIDP frames (i.e., the number of links they travel) reveals that

the value over the full duration of the test approximately doubles, from

5.3 to 11.7. The value remain significantly lower, compared to the TRILL

encapsulated broadcasting generated by routing bridges.
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